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FOREWORD

Need For A Research and Evaluation Handbook
k.

There are events rapidly gaining momentum in education that dictate
the need for the basic tools to perform evaluation of vocational programs.
These.events come generally under the broad heading'of innovation or -

educational reform of various types. These innovations, in turn, are
intertwined with a milieu bf other forces impinging on the educational
systems. These torces include such things as desigregation, collective
bargaining, tax reform movements, bilingual education, a need to serve
handicapped and disadvantaged students, declining enrollments, declining
academic test scores, and a host of other iisues. Vocational education
must operate its various delivery systems within the context of these
several vectors and is thus heavily influenced.by them.

Educational innovations are often financed under various federal or
state acts oand thus quite naturally carry with them a mandate for evalua-
tion. The presumed basis for this evaluation is to measure the effects of
programs on students and thus.provide a basis for program improvement,
policy making, and decision making as to program continuance or elimination;
in actual practice however, it appears this allegltion may not always be so.

Vocational education has in fact received its impetus from federal
legislation for many years, albeit only a small segment of total expendi-
tures nationwide actually come from this source. The most recent federal
act (1976) however, as has its two immediate predvessors (1963 and 1968),
requires evaluation.in a broad sense coordinated from the state level..

This handbook addresses that type of evaluation but it also most
specifically orients itself to individual program evaluations at the local
level. It is written froi the perspective of a relatively large urban
school district and primarily deals with high school-type programs, although
nearly all of the principles and practices cited are equally applicable to
post-secondary programs.
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INTRODUCTION .

This is.a handbook that is designed to be of direct and practical use
to locSl school district practitioners of vocational education evaluation.
Every attempt has been made to present the evaluation designs and instrumen-
tation in a forarthat is easily understandable and immediately useful. Most
individuals charged with such responsibilities, outside of sophisticated
uhiversity settings, simply do not have the detailed expertise necessary to
grapple with,the intricacies of complicatedievaluation schemes. Indeed, the
craft of educational evaluation is itself such a relatively new activity,
even the professionals are still debating tht outlines Of the art.

In any case, such detailed skill is dot needed.when dealing with' the
every day on-line delivery of Programs basically designed,to yrepare secon-
dary school students to cope with the world of work that exists outside
their school settings. That is not to say vocational education evaluation
is any less important than other educational disciplines. It is in fact
perhaps one of the most importanr, and certainly the desired student out-
comes are clearly delineated and thus capabfe of measurement, in most cases.

Vocational education has long needed to define its own philosophy,so
that it may take its rightful place among other segments of the educational
realm that are often more Highly regarded by the public. It is suggested
that a suitable philosophy for vocational education thight be:

An academic-eduaational discipline based on a body of accumulated
knowledge and fostering the developmeni, of new knowledge which is
directed toward decision making, policy making, and skill acquisition
as it affects the development of human resources to deal with their
employment needs within the economic context of their time. It is
accountable for the product of its activities and is willing to expresg
the results to the pubZic with candor and objectivity.

This manual is an effori to dearwith the luter need for accounta-,
bility as related to individual programs. In additiot to .being a basic
handbook for evaluators, using a case study approach, it also includes
a first section briefly dealing with the history, heritage, and legislation
pertaining to vocational education and a third section covering a sampling
of evaluation issues and practices, including its politics. Thus an
additional useful dimension is provided. Despite the brevity of the over
all handbook it could be used as-an adjunct text book for graduate level
courses in vocational pducation.administration and leadership.



PART I

HISTORY, HERITAGE, AND PRESENT STATUS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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Special attention is directe,.; to the federally aided programs of

vocational educafion; not only for the historical basis but also because

this is where the actual commissions for evaluation have taken root in

recent years. The term "vocational education" is relatively new in the

literature of education; having come into prominence near the beginning

of this century. Actually the literature in this field probably is on

the short side in comparison with other fields of education. It is

hoped that it will Soon take its rightful place in the annals of academe.

The purpose of this background section is to provide the user of

this handbook an ever so brief overview of the earliest beginnings of.'

vocational education so as to set the stage-for the ensuing pages which

will place us into a position for having a base upon which to illustrate

evaluation strategies.

Vocations bf_individuals in.our society have been classified in

various ways and it 11 ell known that a person's vocation has an impor-

tant bearing.on his o"ter,stafts in suciety. Some vocations tend to

,-provide more prest4e..than others; are not necessarily related to the'

accomPanying monetiry rewards; and often change in popular favor through

succeeding generations.

Be that as it may, the concept of systematized employment preparation

had to start someplace. This not being an historical treatise per se,

it would be inappropriate to devote excessive space to the full gamut of

development in the training for work. Suffice to say, it was not until

the advent of apprenticeship, which in itself is very old, that we find

distinctive patterns of teaching industrial processes. In a historical

sense it was "only yesterday" that any systematic attention was given to

vocational education as an integral part of formal educational programs.

Apprenticeship began in Greek and Roman days and continued through-

out recorded history. .In the United States, apprenticeship indenture

started in the I600's and continued until the 1800's, at uhich time the

Industrial Revolution created new demands and requirements for different

methods of providing irained labor. This ultimately led to a translation

of the industrial needs through various typei of training schools. Manual

training, and other similar educational endeavors first came into formal

organized course structure in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.

Historical Development Influenced by Federal Legislation

Shortly prior to the manual training concept a significant event

occurred that has had )rofound and lasting effect on the cour.le of voca-

tional education and particularly the federally funded influence. This

2



was the founding of.Land-Grant sclools.

The federal influence is mentioned Otequently, not because it is the
largest contributor to vocational education funding, because in fact it
is not, but because its presence, through the legislative process has been
very deeply felt. Vocational education itself has been the longest, con-
tinuously federally aided educational program, of any in this country;

dating formally from 1917. However, the one related idea of Land-Grant

Schools has existed in a continuum even longer.

The concept of national responsibility for education actually goes
even farther back; to the Northwest Ordinance of 1787,, but it was not until
1862 that this,responsibility was formally initiated.in the context of
vocational-type training. At this time the Morril Land-Gradt Att was

passed. THts provided the impetus for each state to develop a college
where the primary emphasis was to be in agriculture and the mechanic arts
(although not to the exclusiolrof the liberal arts). For the first time,
higher education was opened up to the masses of people, and for the first
time there was to be the opportunity for individuals to major in topics
other than the traditionally acceptable courses in philosophy, theology,
literature; and science..

Also this concept was unique in that, for the first time, federal
support was to be used for specific rather than for general purposes.
Therefore, in the sense that federal encouragement became a vital part
of public education; that 'non traditional" subjects were to be emph1-
sized; and that the concept has been continued to this day We may safely
state that indirectly federal aid to occupational training actually
started in 1862 with the passage of the Land-Grant Act.

Contemporary Development Influenced by Federal Legislation

Starting with the Greco/Roman tradition, up through the various forms
of apprenticeship in Europe and in this country, the manual training-type
schools, and on into the Land-Grant tradicion, we find ourselves on the
threshold of a continuing legislative influence on vocational education in

this country.

Although federal support strictly for vocational education at pre-
college level, goes back to the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 is the beginning point for the consideration of all
recent federal efforts to expand and improve vocational education. That

Act sought to update and upgrade vocational,courses by requiring the
'United States Office of Education to fund national research, experimental,

. and developmental prograis. New funding was also proviaad to the states
for the construction of area vocational schools and for work-study programs.

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 further expanded the
flexibility afforded the states to offer broad training programs by re-
moving the narrow purpose by purpose state matching of federal expenditures
required in previous Acts. Those amendments also sought to encourage the
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States to evaluate better the appropriateness of the job training they
were offering and to coordinate befter their programs with other federal
and state job training programs. In addition, those amendments sought
further updating and upgkading of vocational programs by providing cate-
gorical funding for exemplary projects, cooperative education, curriculum
development, and special programs for the disadvantaged. Federal support

vas also continued for the construction of area vocational schools and
for work-study'programs.

The states were enjoined to give greater attention to persons with
special needs by requiring that at least 15% of each stag's basic grant
be used for the disadvantaged and at least another 107. be used for the
handicapped. The states were also encouraged to fund more programs.for .

persons who had completed or left high school. Lastly, these amendments
sought to provide greater federal funding for poorer school districts and
to involve greater lay participat4on in,the planning and evaluation of
the states programs by creation of the State Advisory Councils on Voca-
tional Education.

The 1975-76.Congressional bearings on vocational eduCation showed
that the Vocational Education Act of 1963 nd the 1968'Amendments had
clearly achieved.tremendous progress. This can be seen in greatly increased
enrollments at all levels, especially among postsecondary students and
among the disadvantaged and handicapped, ,greatly increased expenditures
of funds for yocational education Irom local, state and federal sources,
the construction of thousands of area vocational schools throughout the
country, an increale in the number of trained teachers, and an expansion
in the number and variety of course offerings and occupational training
.areas.

The hearings also focused on the need for improvements in various
areas. Many witnesses, including members of State Advisory,. Councils,
atressed the need for better planning and evaluation; greater flexibility.

.on the part of the states; greater attention to the needs of the disad-
vantaged, the handicapped, and women; and greater coordination of voca-
tional education and other related programs.

In the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976 (PL94-482, Title II),
Congress recognized the impact and momentum of ,vocational education by
extending the Act through 1982. It also made a number of revisions in
the Act, designed to bring about improvements in some of the areas iden-
tified.in the hearings. The major revisions are:

(1) Increased emphasis on planning and evaluation: The State must

develop a tive-year plan, an annual plan and accountability
report, and conduct program evaluation. The State Board for
Vocational Education must involve the active participation of
a number of interested agencies, councils, and groups in the
planning process, including the State Advisory Council and the
State Manpower Service Council.

(2) Consolidation of categorical programs: With the exception of
Consumer and homemaking and programs for persons with special
needs, all program funding is consolidated into two blocks,

4
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one for basic grants, and one for program improvement. This
allows for greater discretion on the part of the planners in
designing programs to meet each state's particular needs.

(3) Set-asides: The minimum set asides for the disadvhntaged
(increased from 15 to 20 percent), handicapped (16 percent),
and postsecondary and aduipt programs (15 percent), must be
specifically matched with an equal amount of state funding.
Federal funds for state administration must also be matched
with state funds. A new set-aside for guidance and counseling
is establishea, which is a minimum of 20 percent of the program
improvement block grant.

(4) Coordination with other programs: Etuphasis is placed on

coordination with related programs particularly the Comprehen-
'sive Employment and Training Act (CETA). Locul applications'
and the state plans must describe the degree to which voca7
tional education, employment training, vocational rehabilitation,
special education and other programs assisted under this and
related Acts are coordinated.

1

Clearly, the federal influence has been large. Perhaps no evaluation
would have occuffed bad it not been for this general assistance. Even
today, precious little real local program evaluation is undertaken, except
for what is actually required through the various state'plans. The bona
fide evaluation implications are one thing; the moral and genel-al program
improvement implications, from the local point of view may be something

4 else entirely, or may be incorporated within the state requirements. In

any event there are implications for vocational education evaluation from
several points of view;.not the least of which 1.0 ihe 1976 legislation.

Evaluation Implications.,
IP

The permitted uses of federal funds at the local level plus other
scbool financing problems presently facing many states could alter the
course of program evaluations. However, the implications of what musf be
done are reasonably,clear. In line,with ihe 1976 legislation the states
must prepare five-year plans, annual accountability reports, and conduct
program evaluations. Generally it seems that programs are to be reviewed
every'five years; including follow-up and employer feedback. Different,

states may interpret this requirement in different ways and may have
varying degrees of what functions arc performed locally versus what func7
tions are perfcrmed at the state level.

,Basically three fypes of evaluation are needed:

Process .*
Follow-up
Student-Impact (Individual'Prof,ram)

The overall process is best conducted from the state whereby an
objective overview of statewide performance levels may be obtained.



Process evaluation of individuil programstowever, should be ap important
ongoing activity.in.any local evaluation efforts.

Follow-up evaluation may:be conducted by the state on a sam0Iing
basis if it wishes. This approach is acceptable for obtaining a broad
perspective of program effectiveness. It does.little to help young people
directly. It is better for local program improvement and for-helping
individual youngsters to conduct a well planned follow-up at the LEA ort
district level, striving for a 75% or more response rate.

Student impact evaluations clearly must be conducted locally; The
bulk of this handbook will be directed towards the techniques of local
follow-up and local student impact. When possible, the use of process
techniques will also"be emphasized.

(.3
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Simply'stated, vocational education hasiAlways beed considered as
education that prepares people to go to work; especially in. jobs that are
relevant and useful to our society at some given point in time, or poten-
tially useful at a near future point in time. This then, makes the
measurement of student outcomgs a relatfvely easy matter. Are they pre-

'pared in the skills considered necessari by the occupatio Do they have

the appropriate attitudes for successful work experience? Do they obtain

jobs in.classroom-related uCcupations? Do they Continue in thesi jobs?
Finally, do'their employers consider them to.be "good" employees that
have .benefited from their school training?

The traditional view or vocational'educatioa is that it isa vital
-force in tht "wage competition" theory of labor market operation, That
is, it assumes people come intb the labor market with a pre-existing set'
of'skills (or lack of skills) and that they then compete against each
other on the basis of wages. Education Is therefore crucial because it
creates the skills which bring.people into the market..

An'opposing theory is Characterized by "job competition" rather than
wage competition. Under this theory, the function of eduCation is not to
'eonfer skill.and hopefully higher wages for the worker; it is rather to
certify his "trainability" and td Confer on him a certain stattis by virtue
Of this'certification. Jobs and higher income are then distributed on the
*basis of this certified status. Tolhe extent that job competition rather
than wage competition prevails in.the American economy, our long standing
beliefs about the economid and social benefts of vocational education may
ultimately need to be altered, fhis is one of the reasons, alluded to in
the-aniroduction, why vpcational education needa'to'haye iis owm body of
research literature'whilth records the exploration in the hitherto generally
accefted patterns of training.

For the purpose ot this manual we shail assume that skill training .

does provido. measurable benefits to the recipient in the ob marketplace
/1 and that these outcomes are measurable and worOy of the effort to do so.

A General Philosophy

Vocational Education as such probably does not presently have a
clearly defined philosophy. It does.have a set of basic' principles that
remained virtually unchanged for 60 years or so. ,A.suggested general
philosophy was put-forth in the Introduction section. What is needed .

here is'a philosophy for evaluation. What are the reasons'for evaluation?
Because the state or federal funding sources require it as a conditioh of'
grhnting and continuance process and product effects of programs? Per-.

haps even as a basis for decision making at various educational levels?

A suitable base for a philosophy is that evaluation and 4',nstructional
prograM are one and the same. Evaluation ix as rtuch a part of the projrav
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as is,curriculum"development and clasuroominstruction. In no other way
can the effects of programs be.documented and assistance be provided for
improvement or curtailment. Evaluition should be "low key" and should
interfere as little as possible with the actual instruction process al-
though it is a vital part of it. The personality of the evAluator'is
paramount. 'By gaining the confidence of program staff and participants
and by removing the "threat" of evaluation he can become a significant
contributor to educational outcomes. Decision makers at both,state and
local levels should pay attention to evaluation results; the truth is that
they very often do not do so. As a general rule, evaluation as a profes-
sion, has a ways to go before results are taken seriously.

Does Vocational Educatio'n Help Close the Gap Towards Economic Equality?

This question arises again and again if one squarely faces the issues.
Vocational educator's are often inclined to accept as gospel, the concept
that acquisition of a set of skills gives tine student an edge in the est..s
ployment.inarket over another student who has not had such training. Some
recent, well publicized research, has showil that the output of the schools
(including vocational education) is not related to what goes on in the
school, or ia pot related to equalizing opportunity to succeed ox fail,
but is based largely on a single inpute, namely the characterist1cs of the
entering children. This theory proposes that schools have, absolutely no
control over the two factors that weigh most heavily on success: heredity
and home en% .onment.

Assumin7 that vocational education purports to provide an,edge, 'at
least in the obtaining of.initial employment, then in view of the theory
that schools may,not be change agents for equal opportunity it is fair

-of us to ask: ,

- .

"Are graduates ofhigh school voCational.programs who go straight to
jobs (or related commun4ty college traitling and then to jobs)
better off in the quality of jobs, earnings, unempZoyment rates, -

or job satisfaction than'crtmparable noh vocational graduates who
go to work immediately? Is the nature of the curriculum a causal
or decisive factor in any difference between these groups?"

This question raises a host of research problems that will provide material
fdi countless doctoral dissertations in the Poture. To date the most
common research finding has been that vocational graduates obtain their
4irst jobs more quickly and, sOsequently, experience fewer and briefer
bpells of unemployment than 'others NIth a hii5h school education. But the
evidence is by no means conclusi/e.

Again, for purposes of this handliook, we.shall assume vocational
education can be a contributor to educational and societal equality -
despite nagging doubts about what research has actually told us so f..r.
This leads us directly ta the goals created hy the 1976 legislation.



Goals Established by_1976 Legislation for Evaluation

The goals of vocational education - especially the evaluation thereof,

1 as spelled out in"I'L 94-482,.center around states' responsibility to:

o prepare a five year plan
o prepare an accountability report, based on the five year plan

o conduct evaluation of ill programs funded under the Act, within
the period of the five year plan

o measure student job success by tates of.employment, wage rates, duration

of employment, and employer satisfaction with performance of vocational

education students as compared with those who have not had vo, Itional

education.
o evaluate the stated' entire delivery system each five year period by the

use of valid sampling techniques.

The goals appear clear cut. Evaluation of the federally assisted .

program, by the state is required,and should be a district responsibility

also. After all, how may these data be collected wilhout the complete
Cooperation and assistance of loc4l district? In subsequent sections we
shall deal primarily with the local function and related techniques. The
purpose of this section is to lay out in:definitive terms the goals and
legislative mandates to evaluate liocation4 programs. The moral and
program improvement imperative for the local deliverer of services probably

-. supersedes the legal requirements in terms of helping students and ulti-

'mately contributing to the literature'in,vocational education.

Interpretation or-Legislative Goals at the Local Level

The goals as spelled out in federal legislation may be interpreted
at the local level in,one of two basic ways, to wit: 1) What is required

anci, 2) What is desirable for program improvement.

What is Require&

What is actually required locally, revolves around development of a
plan indicating theanature of the federally aided program(s), plus an
fccountability report, and a follow-up of program completers. The new
legislation also broadens the fellow7up to include employers of program

.completers and leavers. Traditionally in the past LEA's have been required.

to:'

o prepare a plan.
o prepar6 an enrollment report showing numbers of students in pro-

grams, broken down by sex; disadvantagemeht, and handicapping
condition.

o prepare a follow-up report approximately six months after stddents

complete programs.and leave school (i.e. follow-up report in Decem-
ber/January for, the previous June's completers-leavers).

9



The new additions include the accountability report and follow-urof
employers. Techniques of follow-up are treated in this handbook, as are
ocher approaches Under,the general rub'ric of accountabili;y.

What is Desirable for Program Improvement

What is desirable, of course, is for the local district to conduct an
ongoing process and product evaluation of its vocational programs. This

could be done in concert with the federal mandate to evaluate each program
(statewide) every five years. The states will no doubt attempt to aisume
major responsibility for conducting these evaluations. This does not

preclude individual districts from doIng their own evaluations, and most °
importantly, using the resits of these evaluations for decision making
purposes.

The author was fortunate enough to be employed by a school district
that assumed this responsibility. While decision making may not always
have been based on evaluation results (because of inhibiting local condi-,
tions such as long-term entrenchment of programs, teacher tenure, etc.)
every major program in the district was evaluated.during a five year
period. The material in this handbook.is based largely on ideas developedl
in this and other districts in the same state. A series of case studies
are described to illustrate the use of ten basic evaluation techniques for
local vocational programs. These techniques are illustrative of some
standard evaluation .strategies, merely applied in a vocational setting.

e.

Study Questions'- Part 1

a) Prepare a mg page paper describing your perception of
the.fdur major turning points in vocational education
legislation.

410

b) Contact your State Department of Education and ask for
materials relating io their evaluation.procedures. Write

a two page synopsis..

c) DevelOO a chart that compares and contrasts.statements
regarding evaluation in Smith-Hughes, VEA 63, VEA 68, and
VEA 1976.

d).Develop a timeline of federal legislative enactments.
Analyze the various groupings that Occur.

10



PART II

EVALUATION CASE STUDIES

The evaluation illustrations are directed to three major foci, ten
specific techniques, and seven actual case studies to'show the use of the

- techniques. This'll; clearly a very limiting factor - there are far more

than ten technigues that are generally used in educational evaluation.
Our position,.is.that these basic functions - if mastered properly - are
normally sufficient to provide the local evaluator with the basic tools
he needs to provide reliable and useful evaluation information for voca-:
tional education as presently structured in our schools. Some of this

information may be utilized to complete the required state forms; but hope-

. fully such data will frequently be used in Process and'Orogram decision.
making. 'The-basic techniques to be discussed are:

1. Descriptive survey
2. Interviews: seudent, staff, and employer
3. Self'evaluation
4. Fellow-up
5. Comparison groups
6. Crit2rion testing
7. Item analysis
8. Hypothesis testing and sample size
9. Case study A

10. Process evaluation

tl

These processes are described in a series of case studies which are
listedcby three areas of emphasis.

o Area Wide'- Case Study 1
o School District Wide - Care Studies 2 & 3
o Local Program Case Studies 4 - 7



CASE STUDY NO. 1: PROJECT FOCUS

One obstacle to preventing efficient development and coordination of
quality vocational education programs in various states, especially urban
areas within states, has been a lack orknowledge as to what constitutes
an actual delivery system. At the time of the PROJECT FOCUS study the
policy makers in at least one state appeared to be making their decisions
in a partial vacuum. Communication between many of the deliverers was
lacking; in fact no one really knew who, in fact, constituted the complete
family of vocational education training, agencies in any given urban area.
Even the concept of defining what is the urban area ormetropiex presented
a problem.

Members of the state legislature, and many other citizens were
concerned about the complexity of.systems offering vocational education
piOgrams in the state. There was (and still is) some reason to believe
there was.n duplication of eftorts and services among the various educational,
community service, and manpower agencies, both public and private. There
was clearly a need for planning to ensure a maximum of cooperation and a
minimum of overlap of services provided. The net result could be an
effective state-level policy.which would be based on underlying beliefs
or assumptions.

One of the principles of vocational education'calls for a *coordination
among various agencies and institutions to optiMize the use of available
resources. Since agencies, both public and private, often serve a different
clientele, aave different goals, and may ngt.have a desire to cooperate,
the task-of coordination.becomes difficult. In any event, until such time
as a reasonably valid picture of what exists is described, it is clearly
difficult to attempt total coordination.

In an effort to establish some baseline descriptive data the State
Advisory Council on Vocational Education, through a consulting arrangement
with the Harrisop Unified School Disxrict, commissioned a descriptive
study:of all deliverers of vocationil training in the general Harrison
Distrfct service area.

Harrison itself has a population of more than 800,000 people and is
considered to have one of the best managed school systems in the nation.
It is overshadowed by at least one other larger metropolitan area in its
state although its growth has been steadily upward since the second world
war. It has a large accumulation of-military facilities, but the industrial
base has brOadened.far beyond this primary "industry" during the last 30
years.

The county in which the city of Harrison is located,has about 1.2
million people, but approximately 80% of those within Harrison and
the immediately surrounding clusters of bedroom communities commonly found
in the west. It was therefore decided to include as the study area an
urban complex that extended be3fond the limits of Harrison and the Harrison
school district to embrace a population of about 1,000,000 persons, of whom0

12
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the majOrity of heads-of-fainPly, work within the boundaries of the study

-area. The boundary lines were drawn so as to coincide with the inclusion

of three complete community college districts.

The basic techniques of the study were to:

.Define the geographical area.
Identify the deliverers of training services; public and private.
Develop a questionnaire to supply the desired data.
Conduct structured interviews with agencies using the questAnnaire
as a base.

. Prepare a final descriptive report.

'Technique 1: The Descriptive Survey

A descriptive survey is intended to describe a specific set of
phenomena iwand of themselves. The rationale for the purely descriptive
survey is the fact that the information provided is in itself the answer
to the research question posed. The most famWar example of the descriptive
survey is the United States Census, which seeks information designed to
answer a wide variety of research questions beginning with "how many

people...". Many descriptive surveys have this census type head-counting
aspect beginning with "how many," "what," or "where." For example, a'

descriptive survey would be appropriate to seek answers to questions like
the following. "How many classroom seats are there.for retarded children
in the Northeastern states?" "How many teachers currently teaching grades
4 through 8 have less than a baccalaureate education?".. "What is the median
salary'for full professors in fully accredited colleges?" "Where are the

colleges and universities that offer advanced preparation in educational
research?"

Thus, in educational iesearch or evaluation, there are two conditions
which occurring together suggest and justify the dedcriptive survey; first,
that there is an absence of information about a problem of educational
significance, and second, that the situations which could generate that
information do exist and are accessible to the researcher.

In the case of the FOCUS study the descriptive survey ended with the
description itself. In another case tudy we shall demonstrate how the
descriptive study, Vhen appliqd to a single school or wocational.program
can have a definite impact on the process evaluation of a project to help

. keep it on the course that was originally intended.

Advantages of a Descriptive Survey:

.a. Information provided is in itself the answer to the question
posed.

b. Documents a particular situation, by person(s) actually
witnessing it, and thus becomes valuable information for
possible later historical research.

13
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c. Provides data for process evaluation to improve programs as
they currently operate.

Disadvantages of a Descriptive Survey:

a. The material presented may be very subjective and subject to
blas.

b. Analyiis of data is usually not planned until after it is
collected.(This may not always be a disadvantage).

c. Sample described is often selected on the basis of convenience
rather than randomly.

Technique 2; The Interview

The interview can be done in a number of ways, but perhaps itd'best
use is in a structured manner; that is in conjunction with a previously
prepared questionnaire. In the case of FOCUS, the questionnaire was pre-
pared, then the potential respondent was contacted for an interview
appointment. About a week before the appointment a copy of the question-
naire was mailed to him with a cover letter reminding him of the upcoming
meeting to iiscuss it. The ideal situation (infrequently attained) was that
the agency would have the questionnaire completed prior to the arrival of
the Interviewers. Two interviewers well, used so as to reduce the possi-

bility of subjectivity in interpreting answers. Ideally the interview it-

self would consist merely of clarification of points that may not have
been completely understood in the questionnaire. More often than not the
interviewee was not prepared ahead of time and the interview consisted of
a detailed discussion of f..ach applicable item, thus unproductively utilizing
the time of all parties. A cOpy of the questionnaire which was used follows.

Framing questions for the interview:

a. .Ascertain whether the population from which the respondents have
been selected actually has the information sought bY the interview
and that the questions permit the reasonable recovery of this
information.

b. Questions must be framed in language that ensures effective
communication between the interviewer and the respondent. Omit

all ambiguous vocabulary.

c. Make certain respondent appreciates the purpose of each question
he is asked. Avoid arousing any suspicion br resistance.

d. Avoid leading questibns (questions which suggest a desirable or
preferred answer).

e: Ensure that the frame of reference surrounding each question is
clear so that each respondent hears the question in the same way,
avoiding misinterpretations. (The two.interviewers can help here).

14



f. Prqest Ihe interview in a pilot study to eliminate'weakness and

experiment with alternative items co. techniques.

Advantages (over a questiognaire)

a. Permits greater depth.

b. Permits probing to obtain more reliable data.

c. Makes it possible to establish and.maintain rapport with respondent

or at least determine when rapport has not been established.

d. Provides a means of checking and assuring the effectiveness of

communication between the respondent and the interviewer.

e. Ensures a larger response rate.

Disadvantages of an interview:

'a. Interviews are costly, time-consuming, and inconvenient.

b. If the researcher takes advantage.of the interview's adaptability,

he inttoduces the problem Of subjectivitjand personal bias.

c. Eagerness of the respondent to please the interviewer, a vague
antagonism that sometimes arises between the interviewer and the

respondent, and the tendency of the interviewer to seek out answers

that support his preconceived notions all complicate this method.

d. The thorough training required of the interviewer to offset thee
disadvantages becomes an additional burden, increasing the cost

and time factors,

p.
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NAME OF AGENCY

LELL_LA.Tilj_t_u_u_z_g_utt

A clap: FOR THE trUDY'CF
)IARRISON "MWROPLEX" AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE

pop DELIVERING VOCATIONAL _EDUCATION

Administered under the auspices of
ThLayissingsamasjoscatotalisin

and Technical TraininK

1975-'76

(CACVE PILOT FOCUS PROJECT)

This instrilment should be coupleted only by a
person or persons familiar with the overall functions-

of the agency.

41114H1410**4HH1*************4144141441-114****************:***41-114414141141-11-11.1141.111-111411-1111-11-11

, EXPLANATION

Many people in this state are becoming increasingly concerned with the
complexity of systems delivering vocational education services. There
is someleason to telieve a duplication of effort exists among and tetween
the various educational agencies. To ascertain if this situation really
exists, the Advisory Council on Vocational Education and Technical Train-
ing (CACVE) has made'the decision to take some definitive action.

In order to develop a framework for analysis of the vCcational education
delivery system, CACVE Oas commissioned a study of an urban metroplex and
the agencies that exist within it. In addition to the usual public educa-
tion systems, the study includes private schools and agencies under the
purview of state and federal offices.

Harrison was chosen for this effort and the area of study includess

The Harrison city limits plus the immediate adjacent
high school and community college districts.

THANK YOU
1/

(See last page for name and address of primary investigator.)



DIINITIMS

17he nullowing words are used in the questionnaire and are defir.ed as follows:

I. Administration: An educational function which includes perkms and/or (1)11ars
devollx1 principally to the direction and unnaganent of an agency, including
also the necessary stippwt.services; as opposed to the same type of resources

allocated to instructi(Jn, guidance, ete.

2. Adult: A student 18 years of age or over, who is not in a egular high
school; excluding agencies such as RETC.

3. Wenticeship: An approved training program for a recognized trade.

4. Entry-level: Skills needed for a beginning job in the occupation being
described.

O. (midance: An educational function which includes persons and/or dollars
allocated principally to assisting students in making informed choices
relative to career and job selection, preparation, placunent, and advancement.

1) Counselthg: A sub-function of guidance; usually defined as
a close one-to-one relationship with students.

2) Platement: A subfunction of guidance; relating to counsel-
ing and/or other activities to help students become employed
in situations which fit their needs.

6. Handicapped: Persons with physical, mental, or eMotional impairments.

7. How many pre 'wed for labor market: NiiMber of students who exit the progrmn

with job-related skills.

H. Cmt-of-Scjiool Youth: High School age youth who are not enrolled in a formal
school program.

9. Post Secondary: Educational services offered beyond secondary education or

N. age tit ci mini I urv :4..hool allmilawe.

10. lietrain: Training ibr people who obtained their original job skills in the
past and who have been out of the labor market.

U. Specialization: Training above the.ntry-level, in programs designated as,
t Min I Cal or semi-professional.

12. Students Served:. Thtal number of students enrolled in a progrpn during the
past ono-w:L period; includes those who have received instniction and/or
padance, and.placm,nt services.

13. Subunit: My .location where occupational training and/or related functions
take place, e.g. outreach center, store -front oporat ion , cecniuni ty

centerm(41;AL fimuicial, or retai I trade outlet, indwarial site, etc.
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4. Unduplicated Count: Number of individual students served;
how many separato programs they may havp been involved with.

5. Upgrade,: Further training .to upgrade current skills to meet

or market demands.

SURVEY QUFSTIONS

regardless of

Changing job

DESCRIPTION OF DEpVERY ACMCY - QUESTIONS 1-7

1. Approximate number of subunits in your agency that ne located within the
study area (e.g. three community college campuses; number of CETA training
sites, etc.).

2. Please list, by name, all your subunits and then.check, in the appropriate
boxes, the nature of the services provided in each.

SUBUNIT NAME
. FUNCTION OR TYPE OF

SFRVICE PERFORMED IN SUBUNIT

,
o

.1/

cv 0 0 -0

1 el .,,,, re

c'

1.- .

4:: co, 4 4, I L.,

40 Cl C) ..1 / ;Si.
f

,

,

I

.1-

1..

J

.
.

1



3.. Whit geographical area does your agencserve? (e.g. County of Sa;k

Juan; a specific school tlistrict boundary; a city limit, etc.) For

your consitenience we have included a map of Southwestern County on the

following page. Piease indicate your regular service ares using a

colored marker. If you routinely draw students from outside this area,
please indicate those boundaries with a.different color and identify
the difference in the.space

4. To what agehcy office do you report your enrollment, financial, and othel
statistical data? (e.g. State Department of Education Regional Office.)
(Please attaoka copy of blank report form(s).)

% 5. What do you ascertain to be the major educational function(s)'and/or
"missions" cd your agency? (Check all applicable items.)

Job entry level training
Upgrading job skills
Jbb retraining
Apprenticeship training
Adult.vocational

training
Job specialization

training
Rehabilitational services,
Services to out-of-.

school youth
Inplant training
Military job training
Vocatibnal and career

guidance
Counseling
Job development
Job placement

Other (describe below)

. 4

6. Do you contract with other agencies for facilities or services? Yes No

If Yes, please describe the arrangements; including numbers of students
using leased facilities

7. Do you lease facilities to others, or supply services? Yes No

If Yes, please describe these arrangements, including number of students
involved

19
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IIMRII/l'ION OF STUDI.NN SRVD QIIMIONS 8 AND .9

H. now students are served by your agency. Check all applicable ittns in the
first. column; enter numbers 01 students served in coliviuis 2 through 9; and

, check type of servico in 'columns through 20. (Please riote (Jefinition
of "Students Served").

TYPE OF c1.1r.ff
SEIWIli IlY
YCKIIIMIY

1

S'I'itint i'l 5111T,IN (12101.1(ATID I Aga MIWPRIATI: WP1.101.1. siltvia.
Vrider
'IR 18-.10 I0-61

8.54
01.4.r !We Fantle . ttonInstne /

.16

s,

17

/

IR
I

.

... 74°.
,4 i N

647 d.
19.1202 1 4 5

NM M Nil

0

I

4:ye

11/12
c
13 14/

31
"/.; :e

156 7 8

Nigh sch..,1 i
,

&bat Somndaryr-
=Adult Edw.

1

1

1LIT.4=..-
Apprynt fry .

I

,

,

1

. I ;

r 'tiirreutti. , I .,

kohaht 1 I tut ton
. _

1

.

Military
=.... i

i !..ye I ?ar 4

11, ..(,,.r.sctsI
Yuuth .

1

..
8

Handicapped ' ,

.1.1Tployee
(Inplant)

.

1
.

!...
. . I

Other (Pleasi
Ill:craw

p

.

1

,

.
,

.---
S..

---

*
.

. .

-7-t

..
i

.
I
I

___±.. . .

I I--

.

,
'IMAM , l .
oltItals in lawks 1 und 2 stsItild Iv. equal.
iNJ:11). Minority

nit Kni-mtnort t y

9. .Please.give us your lOst estimate of an unduplitNte.d count to include all
students reported in Question H. ..(Please 'explain i F it (toes not equal
Block I. Total in Question 8)

2 0

(i
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DthCR I PT I ON OF Ft1.41) I NG AGENCY thlrAcr MI AT I ONS11 I PS - QUESTIONS 1 0-1

10.- "In the table below, plemie estimate as atcurately as possible, usthg your
*own accountirig systan, the sources of your financial support and, categorize

. by "purposes" for Which used; (if. You are unable to give a reasJnably
accurate breakdown in dollars - as betwuen,puriloses - then please. designaLe
as a "percent of total. expenditures.")

1

.
.

PUlDr;V:i
:I

Juppori.
Sovvice!

BC
.1

Al lm-
ances 1*

MICH IND
II

Guidance

77"-"1-1
Placement (ap.tal

Out lav

8

OtherSOJIICIS
1

Nbilinis-

trat lull
lnstruc-

Lion

VEA-A .

I.

VLA-li

VEA-C

VIA-D
b_

VLA-F , i.--
VLA-G

.

VLA-11.

an
Title 1

.

Titl I a;
.

,

Title II .

Other
., .

______

Criminal Just

Other Federal I. . .

,

'

State
ADA ( spec i fy )

.

local , .

Pmite
fhl it. tunH

-

Grant.
Other Private -,

.

.

...

.

.

.

Q.

44,

*1 Stipends paid to trainees.

. 2 1
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II. Which of the following items will your present accounting system allow.you

to calculate? (Please check.)

Cbst per student trained
Cbst per ADA
Cost per instructor hour
Cbst per 'placunent
Oust for lAacmont services
-Cost for guidanor services
Cost of adainistrative services
Cbst of ancillary services
.Cbst for student recruitment
Other (specify)

12. In.What manner is follow-up data on former students recorded? (Please check.)

Nunber -f completicns
. Number of completed and working
Number lef!. early for employment
Number working in area of .training.

Number %%orking in related job
Nilmber continuing education and training
Placciront data by program

Other (specify)

13. In what way, if any, is your agency administratively and/or fiscally
responsible to any other state or federal agencylii(Check agency and

describe relationship.)

Post Secondary Fducation Comnission
-

Department of Educa. tion

Chancellor's Office ((ommunity Colleges)

Criminal Justice Departnunt
Thiployment Develoiximt Departrront

Department of I.411bor

Other (please name)
None

Briefly describe below what this relationship is and what "umbrella" or sbper-
visory functions this agency performs rel4;ed to yoirr ov,n unit(s).

22
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14. What agencies
contrunication

might tnclude
Council," etc

.or entities do your profesionál staff maintain regular

'with? (Dtrect conmunicat ion on a regular basis). These

"Health Ntinpmer Comnittee" or "fhe Industry/Education

Plixisci list.

- ,
NANIF. OF AGENCY OH EVI'I'llY

5tate Federal Private

. .

. .

,

.
,

,
.

.

',,Please- place itans from Question 14 'above in rank Order of contacts according,

to the "influence" exerted on your -opeiation. Also provide the type of

information excliang6d. i-
..

NAME
WILY MAID IN
THIS ORDER

TYPE OF
INPORMATICN EXCHANGIM

,
. . ,

,

. .
.. ,

,

. .

t

, /
.

-

a
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DESCTiIPIION OF TRAINING pinauns OFFFIZID - QUESTIONS' 16-17

16. In the table below, please check in colimns 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, if you offer
programs under the broad, job clusters a.s shown. Please check the 'name of the
program (not ndividual courses). Your partipular program may not have the .

exact title as shown. Try to fit it as .clOsely as possible or, ,if necessary,
write in one ,of the blank spaces. Please enter in coluuns 8, 9, and 10 the
number of students you expect to be served this year; and in column 11 .the
number of students prepared for the labor market.

CILSTER/PROGRAM.

A

LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION

3

AGRIctamE & AGIIBUSINESS
Agricul tural Business

Aqicultural Resources
Agricultural Median ics
-Agricultural quience
AnInul Heal th rechnoloby.
Forest Technology
Ibrt icul Lure Technology

Ornamental Horticulture
Production Agriculture

4:1-e

5 6- I 7.

NUMBER OF
STUDENTS SERVED q res

S
Q 0.c.

4 1 0 1 1

,

BUSINESS AND OFFIcy,
Account ing

licokkeeping.

Busthess Vachincs
Business' M:inmnent
Clerk Typist
Computer Programing

& O.n1. Rqurting
Data Processing
Lcgal Assistance
Secretarial Science

1) Figures plaml in Colinas 8 and 11 miy or nay not be equal due to explOratory
Programs, drupout:1, hire-outs, requiri.d clas1-;es , etc.
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1G. (Cont. )

ausruitmocam

1

'J. Utr41N1CM'IONS A;11) 111-)1,1

Audiovisual 'A..qciu)o It nw
Cuanercial Art
Graphic Design
JournaliHn
Letterpress Printing
Litlography (Photo Offset)
Photography
Printing and Publishing

Adminittration
Printing and Pul

Operations. s

Product Design
Publications Technology
Radio Broadcasting
Technical 111 ustra t ion
Tech. ,Materials Publication
Telecasting

\-

LEva, OF IN:111;1=1M

. 0 '"v,
114

""v
.ri

4'14

2 3 4

!AMER OF
s111)1..:1'S sulaln

1

4. (X.i,:sritualON
Architectural Drafti g
Bricklaying and Mason
Building Construction
Building Trades
Carpentry
Civil Technology
Electrical Techndlogy
.1kavy Equipinont Oporations
Pltiubing aziti.Pipc fitting
Sheet Metal
Wade' Elect r ic ty
11/Maxigam.......w.1

5. MI ItiNIN1 & NA'rl THAL Rtanas
Electric Power and Di str hut inn
Evironrental Health TMIL
rt )11'st PR xlue Int

Goologit. Teclutoh)a
Muine T,et 11110 ory
Natural Rt.sourct,:i Mt:mat:tux. it

101 f*,
$

$ ....inservat
Water tiraa Utty Urintrol

25
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- ILL (Qint.)

. HIAl:111
Dental-Assistance
lk.ontal 11A.tiene
Denial lid, Technolotry

Care Managirnent
lnlulat ion Therapy
Modleal Assistance
Medical Record -*Aclinology

Lilioratory.Tivh.
Mental lloalth Tc1;11nolgy
Nursing Assistance
gyrating Room Thehnology
gnical Technology
Physical Therapy Assistanci,
Praetkal NUrs tng
Ituliologie Technology
Registered Nursing

.

11113, 01.' Wall 31 01.'
:4114...N IS VI.1)

G'.0

rj7

10 1111

.110.1E 1111\allGS
Chi Id Caw Assistance
Gellert: ta I Bak u.
Lilwaitucr
O.ilsnary Arts
(Lstisn Apparel Design &

Ts i or mg -.
Divtet te Thchnology
lorychlining
14 la -lax ng
Food Service Manaoluont
NINO SITY1 Preparat ion
interior li.sign

amt. alp

41.

41.

MUFM 1'01 ING
Air iliatikt toning :tiul 10.frig-

vrat. ton Tiyhnohvy
Caliincivitking
Ohmic a I Tuchnoloo .

Electnrcchanica I TI.vluology
LlectrunicS Tochtiolligy
hirn i lure Uphilst.ry
Indust. r ia I niperv e. ions
last ion-.and Process-

intrO1 Tcilmo I( )1 5.
Michino Opera 1 in.':
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16. (Cont.

CLUSTI:R/PlalIAM

1

mu, OF INsmealai Ntl11:11 OF

STUDL\

44
.

2 3 8 9

(Cont.)
Machine Tool Tee biology
Mechanical Design Technology
Mechanical Draft ing
Mechanical Production Tech! .

Metallurgical Technolotj.
Numerical-Control Machine

Technology
Quality Control
Welding

. At.

MAROTING, X,a) DISTRIBUTION
Fashion Merchandising
Finance

. .

Food Distribution
Hotel and Motel Assistance
ilotelpiotel/Restaurant

Managunent
Industrial Marketing
Insurance
Marketing
1.1erchandising

Pumhasing
Oral E.state

Traffic Minagunent

0: IILCRANICAL TRAMS & SE1tV1CI3
Air-ainditioning & Reirig-

eration Servicing
Fluid.a)%wrniiuten;wce
limo Apia Sorvi%.ing
Shoe, Hoot, & SatkIle mixt t

atullUigi.ne Repair
Stationary Digint.yring
Watch Repair f

11. PLILSWAL SUIVICFS
Muter Training.
Beauty Culture

Mortuary Scwnce & Fiuicral

Service



16. (cuff.

tall:Inl(/1.1xx.tom

12. PU111.1C Servies
Oarrvt ions
Crinic laturatory vhnt) ogy
Fire Pruteet ion 7(.4.11noll

law Difurcttnent (1k)lice Sc.)
Library Technical Assistant c

' Social Work Assistance
Teacher AssistanceSpecial

Educat ion
Urban Plannthg Assistance

01 14:7111117 101 l'A'N11'.111 OI
S'111111:::1'S SUIVi.11

4
s i

C. CI
.--. .-. 4.

*4 q (1.f. 0
", ..1 r 0.r ht

3 4 6 7 H A, 1

.14

117

1 0

13. itinu:Anaq
Qinnercial Music
lb:cration leadership
Thatre Arts

410

1.1. '11t1N.s1(11(rATI(X4
Aerospace TeGlinolOgy
Ai re ra ft Asscribl y
Airplane Mechanies
Mr Traffic (bntk.olt
Autori,bi lc Doily %air
Au tomb i 1 e Mectun ics
Autormt Tochnq tug),
Aviation Minagarent
Diesel Mcvlunics
Pilut Training
Wansrortat ion Engineering

Twhilelogy
tng

15. AP1'111V11(TSIIIP-
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17. Please describe the following items in your own words.

a. Where you feel there may be duplication or overlapping of
.activities and/or services in the geographic area of this'
study.

I

b. Are there any particular constraints or inhibitors that
restrict vdcational services to students, e..g. financial,
laws, reporting,. communicatini, etc.

c. Howdo you feel reporting requirements (e.g. as VE-48 et al)
can be improved to better describe your programs. and services,
or for evaluation purposes?

d. Whit criteria have you identified to measure program success?
(If available, please attach copy of a typical evaluation
report and/or your criteria.)

e. Please describe what methods or mechanisms are utilized to
accomplish student placement'into employment.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP

Dr. P.V. Foster
Harrison City Schools
4100 Exeter Street
Harrison CA



CASE STUDY NO. : SITE VISITS

Since states are required to collect evaluation information from local
districts they have chosen to accomplish this task in a number.of different
Ways; few of which as yet deal directly with indiVidual program student
outcome information. !he one partial exception to this1is the annual
followrup report of progsam completers and leavers. That method is discussed

in Case Study number 3.

During pait years in a western state, under the stipulations of the
Vocational Education Acts of 1968 and 1976 action was in a series of-site
visitation to 20 school-districts or regional odcupational programsper
year. The districts surveyed, selected on a random basis, varied from
smail.unifs with one high school up to and including the second largest.
'district in the state with 15 high schools. The self-evaluation technique
is employed in this activity, and the entire procedurc itself must be
considered as a process-type evaluation system.

The ftnal product ends up as a descriptive summary of district
vocational programs based on a functional Oproach. On forms supplied

by the state, the district describet within certain guidelines, the exist-
ing condition contained in the framework of the 12.basic functions designated
.as parts of a,total vocational education system. While states' modus
operandi have changed somewhat under the 1976 legIslation, the basic princi-
plea of vocational education have remained relatively constant, as have the
12 functions, which bear reiteration here. These functions are diagrammed on

the following page.

A sample of thelurm that has'been used for this descriptive process
is included here, however it has been subsequently outdated by the 1976

legislation, and is under revision; but the basic concepts are still valid.
The end result is still moot in many states.although the diatrict program
must be an integral part of the process of.self,evaluation and program
review (note in the example, that review and evaluation are central to the
total process and-impinge on all other activities). .

Technique.3: Self Evaluation

An important part of the self evaluation procedure is a validation
of the analysis by a "verification team" of.practitione:s.from outside the

district being.reviewed (the term "evaluations" is' not used in this proce7

dure). The district is provided with.sets of self-study forms several
weeks in advance of the team visit so that they may review themselves and

. place a "grade" upon their preceived'performance in several areas of
activity. .The purpose of the validation team is.to spend three days in
the district intervieWing teachers, students, administrators, school board

members, advisory,committee members, businessmen, and other lay people.
The districts' own self evaluation forms are carefully reviewed and analyzed.

!
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FUNCTIONS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

A. Needs and

Opportunities
.Information

Population
Needs

Job Market

Job Performance
Requirements

B. Planning

Program-Planning

Vocational Educa-
tion Promotion

Student Recruit-
tient

Curriculum
Resources and
Ancillary
'Services

C. Student
Setvices

Guidance and
Counseling

Placement

D. Instruction

Vocational
Instruction

EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY,m1,
Program Review Evaluation
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SELF EVALUATION,

PERFORMANCE REVIEW - EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY FUNCTIONS

Instructions to Respondent: Please carefully consider questidns in Part E-1
'before rating performance on each of the follow-
ing criteria and completing the narrative bummary
on the reverse side.

, 1
V

CRITERIA

'PERFOYMANCE

4

5 ( 2 1 0
MIND

150PROGRAM REVIEW: Reviewing current,and proposed vocational education offerings
in relation to the total school program.

.

.

The district:
, -

a. Establishes procedures for die review of
.all existing vocational education offer-
ings and for consideration of proposed
new offerings.

'

.

.

. . .

,

,

.

,

.

b. Developi evaluation criteria for decid-
ing,to continue, modify, or delete exist-
ing vocationalseducation offerings and
for determining whether new offerings
should be added.

,

,4...

. .

, ,

'

. .

C. Relates its decisions to areawide progra
planning, in the interest of. coordinatio
of resources and services.

A

a

.

A_ . I a

2. EVALUATION: Ongoing and periodic assessment of how weal the district is
performing its vocational education functions, as, a basis for program im-
proyement ang management,decisions, both locally and at state and national

"levels:h.;

The district: ,

,

a. Establishes and fixes responsibility for
evaluation of the processes and.products
.of the vocationalseducation system on a
.continuing and periodic basis.

b. 1Provides for the periodic'evaluaiion of
the district's performance of the 12
functions of vocational education.

c. Obtains and interprets evaluative data on
a continuous basis for Use in adjusting
systqm operations.

.
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CRITERIA
5 4

PERFORMANCE

3 2 1 0
. ,

, 4.

d. Provides resources and services to desist
district vocational education personnel
in the development of measurable objectiires,
evaluative criteria, and the on-going
collection of supporting evidence.

,

.

e. -Providerresources and services to conduct
periodic evaluation studies.

- .

.

,

.

f. Provides for the collation and dissemination
of evaluative results.

,

_ .

r

PERFORMANCE SCALE: 5=We are proud of thid.
4=Most of our objectives are being met.
3=This isless than satisfactOry.'
2=This area needs attention'. .

1=We are not providing for this.,
0=Not applicable. J



At the Conclusion of the visitation the validation results are orally
presented by the committee, including a series .cd commendations and
jecommendations relating to the 12 functional areas. A true self-evalua-
tion then, id conducted along_structured lines relating to certified,
objectives, goals, or outcomes and,is validated by a _group of outside-
experta in the field being reidewed. There are sclme common sources of
error that may introduce then:selves info a selfstudy-validation process.
They are:

'The Halo Effect

)
This is the tendency for an irrelevant feature'OU'a unit of study:.

to influence the relevant feature in a favorable-or unfavorable direction. ,

Typically, a strong.initial positive or negative impression.of a person,'
group, or event tends to influence ratings on ail subsequent observation.
Impressions formed early in.a series of observations often affect laier
observations; or impressions based on high or low status attributes of ;
the unit of,study affect observations.owunrelat tributes---quoting a
celebrity's opinion on an'educational issue or. atlating emotionally- ,

loaded,labels with candidates in a hotly contested school board election.
The mote'vague and-impressionistic the variable to be rated, the more
powerful'. Ls the effect; the more specific and clearly defined the variable,
theless evident is the effect.

Rating Errors

In addition to-the halo effect three other tendencies plague the
validity of.ratingss

4.

1. The over-rater error--rating subject in general on the side -

of leniency or favorableness.
2.. The under-rater error--rating subjects in general on the side

of severity or unfavorableness.
3. The central tendency error--rating subjects toward the middle

of the scale. This often occuts when the observer is unfamiliar
with or uncertain about what is being rated.

The Hawthorne Effect

In pn industrial efficiency study performed at the,Hawthorne plant
of Western Electric in Chicago during the 1920's it was observed that to
single out a group of workers for a special research project makes them
feel and act differently compareelo regular'workers. The effect of,this
was to bring about a consistent inctease in productivity in spite of
changes in the.working conditions intended to both increase-and decrease
efficiency. Explanations for this effect point to the factors of:
(1)novelty; (2) awareness that one is a participant in an experiment;
(1) a-modified environment involving observers, special procedures, and
new patterns of social interaction; and (4) knowledge of results in the
form of daily productivity figures and other feedback, ordinarily not



r

systematically available.

The Experimenter Bias Effect or "Self-Fulfilling_Prophecy" in evaluation

Well documented in the literature, this is the bias an evaluatOr is
inclined to project into his methodology and treatment that subtly shapes
the data in the direction of his foregone conclusions. What the evalua-
tor "expects to/see," where he diredts his attention, what he ignores or
forgets, what he remembers or records, and even the way he interacts with
subjects' to alter their own expectations and motivational states, all
can influence the results to fit his preconceptions.

Advantages of SIlf EValuation

a. Responses, if truthful, may be readily interpreted, and inferences
are not necessary.

b. Sample can be small and still capture what participants believe
and value.

c. Responses to such measures may be supplied anonymously; thus
"valid feelings" may be anticipated. (in a small vocational
progtam it may be difficult to retain atur3rmity)

Disadvantages of Seif EValuation

a. The results will almost surely.carry a subjective bias.

b. The data are naturally effectively oriented, and thus difficult
to verify.,

c. Data often are gathered by,oral reporting and may be subject to

misinterpretation. r

A State nen

4 A new plan presently operating in one state for overall evaluation
will depart somewhat from past procedures but will still rely heavily
'on the descriptive ana self7study aepects. Sinte the new lad (VEA 1976)
provides that all programs must be evaluated each five years, there

...tmust be some activits: goiag on at eta allies in at leait one fifth of the

school districts. The plan Ileing use consists of the following system -
on a four r!ar cycle, since the plan was one year late in being implemented -

and will carry through.until a new appropriation is made 7 for example:
4

.Self Assessment Financial Audit

Validation
.

One fourth
of districts Monitor and
each year "'Compliance Review

,

A copy of a Ordposed useful instrument followda, fcr the self assess-
ment and subsequent site validation. This reactionnaire is most directly
concerned with a .subjective judgement of f6dividual vocational education
programs and thuE has its limitaticns. It may be Useful in providing local

evaluators with ide.as for developing their own surveys to:meet state.,,

requirements.

-35
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State Department of Education Return two copies,of Form A (School)
Vocational'Education Self-Assessment and two copies of Form ll (Program)
Group I (1979-1980) -..--A fOr eaCh Vocational Education Program
Form mai lined by the school to the

.

. appropriate regional office by
,

,

. November 10, 1979.

----..

.

LEGAL NAME OF LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY LEA) County District School .

_,.._

NAME OF SCHOOL
.

.

'

,

Refer to the Public School
.

Directory fox CDS Code Numbers
i

. .

,
.a

Ch 4 Certification

I, hereby certih'that, to the beet,of my knowledge and belief, the information contained in this'
school rgport is correct and complete.

.,
,

,..._ .

.

.

SIGNATURE OF DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT
,

Dite

SIGNAiUkE OF SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
. .

,

.

Date
.

Date

,

SIGNATURE OF PERSON COMPLETING FORM A (SCHOOL) Position or title

0
Telephone

( )

,
,

.
.

.

.

1 ,

-
,

.

.,



'DIRECTIONS: 'One Form A Vocational Education Self-Assessment (school) will be submitted by each school or other
organizition having Vocational Education Programs. please supply the deocriptive information requested.

Form B should be distributed to all programs designated. When the Form B's have been completed they
should be attached to the Form A and returned to the designated regionaL vocational education office.

FORM A SCHOOL
Vocational Education Self-Assessment tSchool)

1. Please.make any necessary corrections to school ,

address label (including school code number).
5

7. Now many of/ the credentialedjuidanCe
.personnel have specific vocational
guidance preparation?

8. Does your school provide job placement services
to vocational ardente?

ta 2. Type of enrollment: Yes No

Grades 7 6 8 If Yes, check the type of placement service
available:Grades 9-12

Adult Cooperative program between school and
state employment iervice

3. Total number' of tudents that will be
Vocationq teachers make referralsserved this year in your school?

Total Enrollment

4. Does Your school have a specialized
vocational-guidance program for studente

Yes No

3. Total number of guidance. personnel:

ea1111MM11.

6. Total guidanceversonnel with pupil
personnel credentials: If answer is No; does such a plan exist at the

district level?

Counselor assistance

Other (specify)
r

If answer is No; are such services provided
via a centralized district office?

Y68 No

9. Does youi school have an annual and long range
plan for vocational education? .

Yes No

1 1110.111.
Yes No

, 4 5-



rokm B PROGRAM SELF7ASSESSMENT

School Code Date /

Mbntb Day Year.

Instructional Program Title
(What do you call this program?)

-)

Vocational Program Area

Vocational Program Code

(Agritulture, Businesa, Nome Ea., Trade and Industrial, etc.)

MINEMINMD amlimar 1
Person Completing1his form A

Telephone ( )

DIRECTIONS:
,

.

,

This form shouid be completed by an instructor who teaches in the program. It is expected thee the instructor
selected will teach one of the principal skill:acquisitiag courses. The form should be eompleted in not more
that 30 minutes.

When the form is comOleted, it should be returned to the 'fichOol official who has completed Form A to be
packaged and forwarded to the appropriate regional vocational education office. ,

1 7



GENERAL PROGRAN DESCRIPTORS

Level of training (check vne only)

Grades 7 and -8

Giades 9-12

Adult

Other

Yes No 7. Do you have an operationsa.procedure for Yes N9
determing whether sex fairness prevails
in this vocational education program?

If yes, is there evidence in terms of
alteration of historical.sex prOportion
trends or other evidende that indicate
that present procedures are effective?

Is your instructional program composed of: I. ,...'AILABILITY OF INFORMATION FOR PLANNING

A series of separate
specialized courses?

A single course?

Other

3. When is this instructional program offered?

Day only

, Night only

Both day and night

4. Does your instructional program operate at
times other than during the regular school
year (September through June)?

5. What is the duration of time, in weeka
required for a student to complete this
instructional program?

Number of weeks

How many-clock hours of classroom,training
or instruction are required for a stOdent to
complete thii instruct,ional program?;

Clock hours .

1.1.11M1.11

.

8. Do you regularly receive and use information
about the characteristics (status.in school,
test information) of present students?

Receive

Pl.e

Do you regularly receive and use information
about the characteristics or potential
students (from feeder schools, drop outs,
etc.)?

a

Receive

Use

10: Do you regularly receive and use information
about the labor market?

Receive

Use

11. Do you have access to information about your
teaching specialty on a regular basis?

.1=1

12. Do program instructors have the opportunity to
.interact directly with your vocational educa-
tion advisory committe&? 4 9



13. Do you have current and projected skill
requirements for the programs you teach?

14. Are you regularly provided with.information
.

about the identity of and the special.needs
of disadIetaged students?

Identity.

Needs

15. Are you regularly provided with information
about the identity of and the 4ecial needs
of the handicapped?

Identity

Needs

. mmirpm

IMMID

ab III. PLANNING PROCESSES 4.1.4.1.

c)

16. .Do you actively participate in planning the
content Of proposed courses?

17. Do you actively participate in the selection
of courses that will constitute a program.
sequence?

18. Doyou regularly participate in overall
vocational education planning for your
school and drstrict?

19. Do you participate directly in the budget
processthat supplies resourart for your
programs?

20. 'Indicate the year in which the.last analysis
.was done to determine the occUpational comr
petencles that need to be taught.

This year
Last yenr

Two,years ago
More than two year ago
Unknown

:-1()

.1111111m.

=11 111Ml

1111111111011,

21. Based on the above analysis have written
student performafte objectives been
deVeloped for this instructional program?

22. Indicate the year in which the next analysis
will be done to update th'e oCcupational
competencies that need to be'taught.

This year
Next year
Within the next two years
More than two years from now
Unknown'

23. Indicate the year in which manpower data
was last secured to determine the'extent of
potential employment opportunities
available.to prqgram terminees.

This.year
Last year
Two years dgo
More than two years ago
Unknown

24. Indicate When it is planned to next secure
manpower information to revise estimates
of potential employment opportunities for
program te&inees.

This year
Next year
Wii.hin the next two years

More than two years from now.
Unknown

25. 'Does your instru/ional program have an
adviser?, committe ?



26. Whet is the composition of your advisory
committee for this instructional program?

Check the appropriate boxes

Business-industry representatives

Labor union representatives

Parents and/or students

School personnel

Other (specifi)

IV. PROMOTION

27. Do you share in the responsibility for
communicating vocational education plans:

To your school

To school district administrators

To the geheral public

28. Does anyone actively zocruit students for
your programc?

29. Does anyone encotirage disadvantaged and

handicapped students to enroll in your
programs?

30. Do your program instructors have difficulty
in maintaining a cooperative relationship
with counselors?

V. MANAGEMENT OF INSTRUCTION

31. Do you furnish papers certifying per-
formance of successful program completers?.

5 2

.1111111

,

32. Do you use a written, approved curriculum
guide?

m
33. Do you use performance objectives as a basis

for instruction?

34. Do you help to provide your students with
organized subject-matter oriented club
activities as a part of.their instuctional
program?

35 Do yoU provide learning alternatives in keeping
with individual,needn, abilities, and pre-
ferences?

36. Doyou encourage student:1 to consult with you
when selecting their personal educational
'objectives?

37. Do you assist students in frequent assessment
of their own acheivement?

38. Do you provide students with periodic progress
reports?

39. Does the school provide.you with time to
'coordinate and superVise students in coopera-
tive vocational education or vocational work
experience education?

40. Does the school provide you with time to
attend advisory committee meetings?

41. Does the school provide you with time to
sponsor subject-matter related.youth organ-
izations?

42. Does the school provide you with time to
attend professional meetings.and workshops

that will enable you to maintain or enhanCe
teaching skills?

43. Does the schook prOvide ou with time to
visit appropriate business or industrial oper-
ations tO make placement contacts and to learn
current skill requirements?



44. Does-the school provide you with time to plan
curriculum and instructional materials?

.45. Has the school provided you with standards
for student behavior?

46. Has the school providediou with standards
for student performance?

47. Does thiainstructional program' provide
students with pvt-pf-clses laboratory
experience?'-

, Allote type(s)

I.

Cooperative-vocational ed.,

Vocational, work experience

Community classroom
4

Other (specify)

th

48.. Are there specified course prerequisites
for admission to this.instructional program?

49. Are there grade level requirements for
admission to this instructional program?

:

50. Are there age requirements for admission
to this in:itiuctional program?

Specify'grade level

Specify age requirements.

51. Are there ,specified student achievement

levels required for admission to this
instructional program?

Note type(s)

5 1
Special test .

Grade point average
Other (specify)

immmeng.i

minen.

52. Are there specified student achievement levels
required to remain in thii instrxctional pro-
gram?

4

Note type(s)

Competency test

Grade point average

Other (specify)

33. Is specialized remedial instruction made
available to vocational students in this
program who have educational deficiences?

54. Is additionai specialized vocational
instruction made available to vocational
students in this program who have educational
deficiences?

.55. Check one or more items which best describe
the source of the cu,riculum materials used
in this instructional program:

Original or adapted by local
staff

Standard state curriculum
guide

Commercially prepared
materials

o

Borrowed from similar
program

Developed by special agency
or association
(specify)

Other (specify)



Li
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56. Are there any vocational students from non-
profit private schools enrolled in this
instructional program?

' Number of students

'VI. PROGRAM UTILIZATION DATA

411101

57. WIlat is the potential enrollment in this Number of
instructional program? (Student capacity Students
times.the'number of sections)

9th and 10th

llth and-12th

Adult

Other (specify)

Were students denied'training this year due
to limited facilities or capability?

9th and 10th

llth and 12th

Adult

Other (specify)

VII. PLACEMENT

58. Do you regularly provide occupational
information to your students?

11

59; Do you regularly provide occupational
information to counselors?

60. Do you utilize your advisory committees
tor help with placement?

61; Indicate the type(s) of structured placement
services provided byethe school which this program
uses:

Cooperative program between school and
state employment service

Vocational teacher referral

Counselor assistance

Other (specify)

VIII. FACILITIES

62. Are you provided with the following in sufficient
.quantity and quality for conduq1pg an.effective
instructional program?

Spaces ,

Materials

_Equipment

63. Do you participate in the selection of
instructional equipment and materials?

6 . Do your classrooms have adequate:

Heat

Light

Ventilation

65. Do you have adequate storage fqr security of
materials and equipment?.

66. Is your equipment.typical of that used in
industry?

.)

,/

IlMr



CASE STUDY NO. 3: FOLLOW-UP

*The follow-up study has been a vital,part of vociiional education
evaluation for several years. It is mandated through federal legislation
and is carried:9n in one.form or atiother in each Of the 50 dtates. The
techniques described here most particularly relate to the reporting require-
ments as they-have been exercised in one State as seen from the local school ,

district level.. The district must collect certain information to meet require-
ments and be in compliance. Beyond that, it is possible for nhe LEA to Construct
-a questionnaire that Will:provide additibnal information of value,to local .

program planners and 'decision makers. This additional information can combine
both,process.and product factqrs that are.helpful in program improvement.

.
.

The Morrison Unified School District, recognizing this fact, conatrUi-
ted a questionnaire and telephone technique that has produced a very high
and reliable response rate. Several evaluation schemes are illustrated by.
the Morrison experience, although follow-up per se is the only one discussed
here.

Technique 4: Follow-Up

As stated, the follow-up process is a required activity in vocational
education for all students who have completed a program and left school.
In assense this is strictly a'compliance-type activity. The follow-up,(in
the fall, for the previous June's prdgram leavers). is required; therefore
it is done by districts accepting VEA funds. This is not to imply the
follow-up system is not good; it is simply poorly done in many cases and is
excessively shallow becaUse of its 'use only for a one.year period.. A truly
valid follow-up'should extend over a several:year period and should incor-
porate both .vocational students as well as non-yocational students. But,
alas - this will-require the time of a graduate student who.has the time
and complete diligence to prepare a five year doctoral 4research - or it
will require the time and talents of abhighly motivated researcher to devote
his sfforts to the detailed task of tracking students. over a'five year
period. In eieher 'case, it seems the opportunity for truly significant
results in this regard may be slow in coming.

However, since follow-up, as an evaluation technique, is in fact
done each year, it behooves Us to review a few of the practices involved.
The first of these principles is "follow-up" itself. Is it a good technique,
and may valid results be derived from it? The answer is yes - but we must
assume certain qualifications for this-statement. It must be done carefully
and the questionnaire must be created in a way it will.be easy to understand
and also elicit the required information. A "one shot" questionnaiYe mailed
to program graduates will probably generate no mole than a 10% to 25% response
at best. This certainly will not give us a true picture of the effects of
vocational training. The small percentage who do respond to such a request
may be extnemely skewed or biased. That is, perhapsccertain cthnic,groups
or socioeconomic groups respond more readily than others, or perhaps the
employed individual replies pore frequently than the unemployed person. The

possibilities for biati are many. A preferred technique is probably a combination
of a telephonic survey, coupled with a questionnaire mail-out.



The Morrison district,.after 'several years of disappointing resUlts,

developed such a method. A questiorlaire was prepared which would supply all
the i t1 formation required by the state as well as additionalinformation required

by the district for a part of its awn program evaluation.

Characte istics of a-Good Questionnaire .

a)\ It deals with a significant topie, one.the respondent
- \will recognise as important enough to warrant spending

Us time on. The significance should be clearly and
'carefully Stated on the questionnaire ot in tile letter
that accompanies it.

.

It ,seeks only that information which cannot be obtained

from other sources such as school reports or census data.

,

It ieas short as possible, only long enough to get the
essential data. Long questionnaires frequently find
their way into the wastebasket.

It is attractive in appearance, neatly arranged, and
clearly duplicated or printed.

e), Directions are clear and complete, important terms are -

defined, each question deals with a'single ides', all ,

questions are worded'as simply and is clearly as
possible, and the categories provide in opportunity fot
easy, accurate, and unambiguous responses.

f) The,questions are objective, with no leading suggestion
as to the responses desired.

g) It is easy.to tabulate and interpret. It is advisable
to precohstruct a tabulation sheet, anticipating haW
the da4 will be tabulated and interprefed, before the
final form of the questionis decided upon. This working

, backward from a visualization of the final analysis of
data is an important step in avoiding ambiguity in
questionnaire form.

The Morrison technique called for all students who had completed
programs, to be telephoned - at night, when they were most likely to be.
home. The interviewer asked the questions over the telephone and recorded
them on the questionaire forms. Three tries were made to contact studefts

in this manner. After rbat time, if a successful contact was not made,
a'questionnaire was maile In two more weeks, if no response was received,

second mail-out was pet.ormed. The result has been a 75% response rate
for each of the two years the system was used (research has shown that a
response rate of less than 704 is probably not reliable). Certainly the

procedure is time consuming and is fairly costly; especially considering
the computerized procbssing of final data. In such a case, an educational
agency must weigh what it feels it Should do for mere compliance versus
what is must do for derivation of good dAta on which to rely for ptogram
continuance, modification, or termination.



Questionnaire Construction

The state,*through its federgil influence, requires information about
vocationel program leavers. The basic items ther requre are:

. I. the forgier student:

Working full time?
Working part time?
Is lob related to vocational course?
Attending school?
Looking fOr a job?
In the Armed Forcest.
Seeking work?
Not seeking.work?
Not in labor force for other reasons?

This type of information is useful and does Provide one measure'of
program success. Each sChool district is left the prerogrative of design-d,'
ing its own questionnaire twelicit the information required. 'This question-
aaire, if mailed, must be easily,understandable, since'it is.inevitable
someone will misinterpret items on even the*most carefully prepared
instrument. The example shown represents the colledtive thinking of several
people over a period of two weeks, and the results obtained from it appear to
bear the fruits of careful thought and preparation ahead of the actual follow-
up process. It Was printed on green paper- (which some-people feel is an
incentive for larger responses,.although this may never have been actually
proven). Also, its general lay-out, including the heavy black "tracking
arrows" are helpful to the former student in making his responses. A s&plified
layout'is also helpful to teleOhone interviewers', who themselves,msy not be
highly trained'or very,familiar with die programs upon which they are seeking
responses.

The Morrison staff felt that more information than the state required
was actually.needed to measure program effectiveness. Hence other questions
were added. For example, question 5 seeks to determine the reasons for the
individual having taken the course in the first place. It seemed to the
planners that much more weight should be attached to employment results if
the student originally took the class "to prepare for a job" (item 5a). On

the Other hand if his reason for taking the,class was "to see if.I liked that
career area" (item' 5d), it would. appear as if a lower related employment count
would'not be as significant. Other questions toO, were added such as numbers
7 through 12. These questioni reached beyond the original requirements and
sought to, bring in some information that would be helpful in evaluating parts
of the instructional phase of the program; that is, process evaluation versus
product evaluation.

The main points to he made with regard to questionnaire construction are
that each instrument will be carefully tailored to meet the needs of those
who desire to obtain,information,-it will be prepared for ease of administration,
it will be prepared for ease of tabulation of results, and it will be prepared
for eliciting the greatest possible.response.

46
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. Sampling Versus Total Coverage

4

A stratified random sample may be used tb conduct follow-up studies
of.total districevocational program effectiveness.. The posture assumed in ,'
this manual is that-total Coverage is a better approach. The reason for
this'is that if gives the district the capability to have a bore complete

' file on a larger segment of its graduates; thus permitting the opportunity
to provide employment ind other.assistance to them in the years after they
leave schobl:

Advantagea of Follow-Up:

a. Can potentially get nearly total coverage of a.population.
b. Not as xime consuming as interviews.
c. Gets answers to exact questions upon which one requires

information.
'd. A wide tinge of.people and occupational types/can be

covered.

Diaadvcritages of

Responses may be -in favor of one type of bias.
b. There may be iampling errors. (if a.sampling technique is

used).
c. 'Response rate will be low unless process is repeated

knd/or combined with telephone techniques.
d. Can be costly if the full potential of item c is exercised.



VOCATIONil EDUCATION
LONGITUDINAL FOLLOW-UP STUDY

Morrison Unified School District
Career Education Unit

...Av'elease'answer all questions that apply to you by marking the appropriate space and adding the information requested.
.Additionsl-cvmments may be made in the space provided on the reverse side of this questionnaire. The vocational

class referred to.in the questions is the one in which you were enrolled as indicated'on the label above. Return

immodiately in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope. Thank you.

,

IT Did you complete the course printed above? yes( ) no( )

2. If no; what vocational course did you com:ilete?

Regardless of the name of the course you completed, would.you please answer the following questions?

yes( ) no( ). 3. Are you still attending high school?

4. Are you in the armed forces4, yes( no( )

S. Mut was your reason for taking the course? (Nark one space only)

a.- To prepare for a job. ( ) d. To see if I liked that career area ( )

b. To prepare for advanced training.... , ( ) e. To learn a skill for my personal use ( )

c. To improve existing job skills ( ) f. Other ( )

6. Ara you presently employed?

IF YES

yes( ) m0( )

6A. Is this your first job since leaving

school?
ME,

yes( ) no( )

68. Is your job:
m. Full-time ( )

b. Part-time ( )

6C. How closely is/your job relate4 to
your vocational course?
a. Very closely ( )

b. Somewhat )

c. Not related C )

. 6D. Please print your job title here:

(For example: Sales Clerk)

6E. Are you also attending school?
a. AttendinA ( )

b. Attending part-time ( )

C. Not attending school ( )

6F. If you are in school is your course
of study related to the course which
you took/ yes( ) no( )

6AA. Have you been employed since
completing theicourse? yes( ) no( ) ,

6113. What is your present situation?

Looking for aLjob ( )

b. Not looking for a job ( )

c. Attending school full-time ( )

d. Attending school part-time ( )

ACC. If you are in school, is your course
of study relatedto the.course which
you took? yes( ) no( )

7. Did the vocational course which you took provide an understanding of future careers in that areal.yes( ) no( )

8. Do you feel you ticeived an employable skill from the vocational course? yes( ) no( )

9. Did the course offer instruction on how to look for and Apply for a job in terms of applications,
Interview techniques, and sources,of employment information)/ yes( ) no( )

10. Rid the course offer instruction on how to keep a jol, (such as, being on time, using appropriate dress
art grooming, and getting along with people)? yes( ) no( )

11. Was placement servfce offered to you? yes( ) no( )

12. If you

10/16
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were asked to alifn an overall "grade" to your vocational course of instruction, what would it be?
A ( ) b ( ) C ) D ( ) F ( )

4 8
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CASE STUDY NO. 4: PROJECT LINKAGE
3

High school students with learning disabilities (educationally ,
handicapped) have traditionally been taught, in accordance wi.th gtate
law, in'classes limited to an enrollment of 12 tO 15. This is the opposite
of so-called "mainstreaming," where the students are placed in regular
classes with peers of more equal abilities. Either of these two methods
of instruction has certain inherent,problems. In the first.inatance, the
small classes are often placed in a school campus location that is not
physically desirable. In any case, wherever the class is located on a
regular campus, the handicapped students may feel a sense of isolation and
are often referred to as "different" by the rest of the student body. In

the second instwe,"mainstreaming" can cause serious problems with learning
diSability-typegkoungsters because it is difficult for them to keep up with
the stiffer competition from regular students.

The Clayburne Unified.School District, in in effort to provide an alter-
native format, prepared an application for funding under Title IV-C of the
ISEA Act. Tfie funding was approved, and the program commenced operation in
july 1977. The two principal things that, set-this program apart from other
such claases were:

1. It was to be taught in a location removed from a conventional
school setting.

2. It was to have a career exploration and vocational educational
component.

Edgewater University, a private school located in the middle of the
Clayburne School District, volunteered the use of one of.its classrooms
for the students' use, thus removing them from a traditional high school
etting.

The district paid the salary of one of its regular special education
teachers, but his two aides, student transportation, instructional materials
and evaluation were paid from IV-C funds. Since this was the case, certain
types of project compofients were required by IV-C, and the forms used in
the evaluation reports were rigidly structured. A fair amount of ingenuity
was allowed, however, in the methods of collecting and interpreting the data
needed to measure the objectives, as well as in the final narrative report.

The Project consisted of seven basic .components, which were:

o Instruction (basic skills)
o Increased self-concept
o Work exploratory participation
o Increased interpersonal social skills
o Inservice training for teacher
o Parent awareness (2 components)

This project, followed the usual state Title IV-C guidelines for pro-
gram preparation and for evaluation design and reporting. The important

evaluation considerations for us to look at here are: "comparison groups
and sample size", as well as the requirement for standardizd testing.

4 9
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Technique 5: Comparison Groups

In order to effectivelf observe any changes in behavior of a group
of students, it is first necessary to establish baseline data against which
to make meaningful comparisons.. Such data establish what the subjecti were
like before the treatments began. Common procedures for gathering baseline
data are the pretest and the comparison group. The latter is important .

where there is an expected treatment effect and'the absence of treatment is
the baseline.

The comparison group should be matched with the test or experimental
group in every aspect except for the treatment being offered. For'example,
in the case ofl)roject Linkage, the ideal situation would have been that
both test and comparison groups had the following points common:

1) - Twelve students in each class.
, 2) - All llth graders.

3) - Equal amounti of boys/girls and minority/non-minority.
4) - All studenti &rafted roughly to.equivalent ability

The only diffetence should be, one group receives a treatment some-
what different than the other group (test class versus comparisofi class).
In the case cited, of only 12 students permitted by state law ih each class,
the validation of a-bona fide comparison group, meeting all criteria, was
difficult. However,, the principles of comparison'group/test/group analysis
were adhered to completely and were accomplished within the!reilms of type of
student served and relatively small "N"s to.work with. SOIN.e size is being
dealt with in .another case study (No. 6), where a scientifically developed/

1method for determining a valid sample is displayed.

In a.case such as Project Linkage,.the usual state requirements dictated
pre and post testing with a norm-referenced test "to be selected by the
Imaluator." This brings up one of the dilemmas facing the local evaluator;
what test to select, and does the selected test actually measure the outcOmes
to be analyzed.in relation to the projects' objectives? In a case such aa
Linkage, where the total N was so small the sample size in effect had to ,tel
the entire experimental class. The selection of a comparison group was even
we difficult. Since the law prescribed only 12 students per class, it:was
impossible to find a single group in.the city schools 'ttiat matched the require-
ments completely (i.e. all llth graders, boy/girl, black/white, etc.).
Therefore, it was necessary to draw theimmparison group from two other,
classes (in two schools) to attain a reasonable match with the test group. This

is an atypical situation, and is not recommended from a purely research:point
of view. However, from the position of the day-to-day realities of field
evaluation, it is illustrative of the need to often stray from a research
posture to attain the ends of doing a reasonably creditable job of evaluation
within the constraints of state requirements dictated by categorical funding
sources.

Advantages of Comparison Croups:

a. Allows a good gauge of treatment effects.
b. Reduces chdnce.bf error in collecting valid data in

experimental. designs.

c. Allows baseline data to be collected (when absence of
treatment is the baseline).



Disadvantages of Comparison Groups:

a. Difficult to match on all variables but for the one to,

be tested.
b. Not always possible to get a renodmized group.
c. Difficult for comparison group to "experience all things"

except fdr the critical factor.

Requirements for Standardized Testin&

Standardized testing, using a nationally mimed instrument, is
virtually a "must" on any projeet receiving federal or state funds. -This
is true d..!spite the fact'non-standardized measures of effectiveness are
often much more appropriate in vocational programs. Some of the qualities
that vocational classes seeluto create in studfnts are difficult to assess
with academic achievement eests. Nevertheless the general public as well
'as memtiers of the state educational hierarchy usually look at academtc
achievement as the single most itiportant item in any public school program.
JUsually the evaluation guidelines of any project receiving extracurricular
funds will require standardized testing. Even if in evaluator is utilizing
a design of his own choosing he would still be well advised to build in a
tandardited testing component. Or if this is not feasible he rihould at

least provide some sort of comparison pf vocational student performance
at criterion levels with hfs test score history. In a climate of national
concern over declining test scores the best way to sell vocational education
is to show it shelps (or at least doesn't impair) performanr in the basic
skills of reading and mathematics.

Displaying Test Results

Test results, even for such a small project, may be tabulated ani
displayed in a variety of'ways. If the gains of treatment group over
comparison group were especially significant, it is to the advantage of
the evaluator to show these gains as dramatically as possible. The following

chart illustrates the bar graph method of display which emphisized the.growth
of one group wrer another in easily understandable form.

Structured Interview

The structured interview technique was described in Case Study 1,
although there it applied to a very broad base of interviewees. On smaller

projects or individual programs it also is often useful to employ the
interview. 'For example, in LINKAGE, one of the components, as noted, was
"inservice training for the teacher." Since the inservice training was of
an .informal nature it was difficult for the evaluator to determine the gains

in teacher knowledge over time without using an interview process. In thiS

case the interview form was quite simple, but it served its purpose as it

was intended; to provide a degree of form and structure to the talks (one

at the beginning of the year, one at mid-point, and one at the end). A tape

recorder was always used. This is a valUable toOl; but be sure it is used
with the permission of the respondent. A sample styuctured interview form
is shown.

51
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The interview gives an opportunity to. measure the "practitioner-
variable"--thOse characteristics of teachers and instructional support
staff whiCh reliably indicate the status, quality,.and progress of the
implementation prOcess. jt may also present an opportunity for a
retrospective review to help develop a reasonably.complete account of
events leading up to the current status of a project.

;
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CLAYBURNE.CITY SCHOOLS
PROJECT LINKAGE
SPRING, 1978

STRUCTURED INTERVIEW WITH PROACT ...±EA-CHER

NOTE: One of the components of the original Project related tO Stiff
development and improvement of skills.on'the part of the teacher:
It was Witially decidqd the only waY to accomplish an evaluation
of this.phase would be through a series Of formal dhd inforthal inter=
views; evaluatnr and teacher. The purpose Of this end=of=year ihter=
view is to attempt to gain insights into the "Pulse of the Operation",
over.and above the hard data required in the year=ehd IV=C reports.

,l. We were required to do stahdardiZed teitihg fOr aiidethiC ichieVe=
ment and attitude development. What other thingi do You'kee'as
allowing Us to get.a "feel" for how the Project is ieally doihg?
Please list: e.g. dio0 outs, attehdahce: Ahd laW ehfOrdethehi -

violations.

2. Original* we had talked about usihg.the CTBS ihu Other Stand=
ardized measures. We ended up with the PIAT afid KEY NAIH. Do

you consider these good measures of achievement for Your kihd
of student?

3. Also we needed to measure social skills: YOU 'Aitti yotir itaff

came up with the ATTITUDE INVENTORY for this OUrpoSe? Was it
satisfactory ind would you recommend it for ihe future?

4. In July We agreed all of US Were
curriculum. Please liit a few e*aMples:of Whai_We fife ti§thg now

and state how useful You feel Our thatetiala Will be fei ultthe
dissemination.

5. What ate tWo o hite Of he ialoi "pióhidin§" ERE8UhtEfgd
the year, ahd how did 'we solve htith?



CASE STUDY NO. 5: BUSINESS CAREERS t

A vocational "program" is usually definded as a series ok courses
(or sometimes only a single course), bearing a.sixdigit,U.S. Office of
Education code number, and leading to a so called saleable skill at 'the
completion of the series. It is a sponsored activity, more often than not
fro, public funds; aimed at mitigating a social or educational problem or
improving social or economic welfare. A common characteristic is that

;programs are ultimately concerned witti change. If a vocational program does
not develop a skill as such, it at least should give a solid base from which

, the student can branch off to a related skill development course that will
provide a more indepth training. Business Careers.was just such a one
semester course which was adopted in nearly all of the high schools in the .

Henderson'Unified School District.

Henderson is one of the largest cities in its state, and at the time
of the adoption, of Business Careers, had twelve comprehensive high schools.
and three alternative high schools. The program was adopted in all but
three of the 15 school total. The evaluation of this program extended over,
,a three year period, but it is basically the activities of the last year
that.we shalL illustrate here. Many evaluation techniques were used to
bring in both`qualitative anequantitative data from several sources. The
two.techniques to be particularly illustrated are "Criterion Testing" and
"Item Analysis." The comprehensive'schools were representative of the city;
running the gamut from upper middle class neighborhoods to schools with a

6high degree Of disadvantagement. The three alternative schools were the
career education high school which is a citywide model, And the two
continuation schools. There'was therefore, a broad representation of students
and schools. The state in which the Henderson District is located developed
a common core of 18 competencies in business education and further developed
a program guide including objectives, criterion outcome levels', tests, broad
lesson plans, etc. The local district, through a steering committee of
teachers, modified and adopted the guide for its own use. The 18 basic
Competencies in the common core business program were: ;

Adding.Machine
Data Processing
Grooming
Handwriting
Instructions
Job Application
Making Change
Math Computations
Oral Communication

Dictionary
Telephone Directory
Zip Code Directoy
Simple 'Business Records
Sort, Check, Verify
40eliing
Telephone
Work with People
Written Communication

Each of these competencies*had a LAP (Learning Activity Packet)
,prepared by a committee of teachers. These packets allowed each individual .

Student to work at his or her own pace and.were designed to assist the
Student in achieving the' desired criterion level of performance.



Technique 6: Criterion Test

The first step in crite ion testing is obviously to define the compe-
tencies to be tested and then establish the levels of performance that are
considered necessary for mastery of the skill. Iii our example of 18 different
skill areas, with a LAP and related test for each one,ithere will naturallY
be a number of test items to measure the level of performance. The selection
of test items and level of required performance is clearly a subjective
judgement on the part of the teachers preparing the materials. Ideally
the most competent and "job-wise" teachers in the district should be selected
for such a task. Am example of criterion-based competency might be:

Condition

Given a list of 25 words
and phrases, commonly used
on employmerit forms and in
test instructions and a
list cof definitions

Performance

the student will match
the words/phrases to

' .the definitions

Standard

with at least. 20
correct responses

e

Therefore a criterion level of 20 correct responses out of 25 possible
represents mastery of the skill. Criterion testing is not the same as
standardized testing. The students are not being measured against a
nationally normed group of youngsters. They are being tested strictly on the
skills deemed necessary for the program, and theoretically 100% could meet the;
criterion level, as opposed to standardized testing where the "normal" situation
would be ,to have one half above and one half below. In actual practice of course,
it is unlikely that all students will meet the criterion performance'standards.
A it is found that too fei4 students attain the.desired number of correct items .

in any given test it may be well to re-examine the crIteria and/or the test
items for corrective measures. The ideal steps to follow in criterion testing
would be:

'1. State the evaluation criteria tri clear, observable terms.
2. Build or select several measures of each one.
3. Sample items from,the above measures across randomly

selected subjects.
4. Use appropriate statistical techniques to analyze and

evaluate outcomes.

Advantages of Criterion Testing:

a. Can use'levels of items that would not be acceptable on
norm-referenced tests, e.g. items on which nearly everyone

4gets a correct responbe.
b. Because items can be retained, irrespective of their

contribution to reSponse variance, the evaluator works
with more descriptive m_sures of vocational behavior.

c. Test can be designed using items that are specifically
reflectite of a given vocational program.

Disadvantages of Criterion Testing:

a. Selection of items appropriate to the instruction oTfered.
b. Deciding on the proper criterion level to strive for.*
c. Tests must often be developed by people inexperienced in

construction of itttroments.
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Technique 7: Item Analysis .

- In order to determine if the test items are all "good" it is sometimes'
well to,perform an item analysis. II terms of process evaluation this may
also be.,helpful to the teacher in adjusting the classroom emphasis to correct
a perceived deficiency, in one .or more particular areas of instruction.

In.the case of Business Careers the item analysis was done very simply,
but was adequate for the needs of program managers. The large voluale of

students in the.citywide program (600) precluded looking at all f th. tests..
Therefore a random sample of students drawn from three of the schools,
representing all socioeconomic groups was used. The tbst items were tabulated-
and.were divided intà those which were:

Answered correctly more than 75%
Answered correctly 50 to 75%
Answered correctly 25 to 50%
Answered correctly less than 25% ,

0

A somewhat more sophisticated Methodof item analyks of a true-false
or multiple choice criterion test would embrace the following steps:

1. Rank order the distribution of test 'spores from high to'low.
2. tdvide these ranked scores into two contrasting groups. The'

division point is arbitrary but common practice is to split
the data in half, fdrming the top and bottom halves; or to
increase the contrast, compare upper and lower quarters. For
ease of computation, use two groups of equal size.

3. Construct a four-fold table based on two pairs of categories.
The first pair is simply the category wrong-right (for a
specific test item); the second pair is the category high
scorers-low scorers (depending on how the ranks were divided):

High

Low

This method permits an analysis of test items answered in relation to
the general overall scoring level of the individual student. That is, an item
!maybe looked at in relation to how many high achievers or low achievers mastered
it.

The Business Careers program'people were able to use both the criterion
testing and the item analysis techniques for curriculum and test improvements
--during a summer workshop following the close of the school year. The evaluator
in this case was therefore able to exercise both process and product techniques
to help with program improvement.

Advantages of Item Analysis:

a; Permits the improvement of student tests.
b. May indicate weaknesses and/or strengths in a vocational

instructional program.
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Disadyantages of Item Analysis

a.* Consumes large amounts of time.

b. Efficacy ofitems for high achieving and low achieving groups
may be misinterpreted.
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CASE STUDY NO. 6: EXEMPLARY WORK PROJECT

Every year in this country about 100,000 men and women are released from
federal and state prisons. Statistics indicate that 40% will return within
one ye*r... Since the cost of maintaining an offender in prisoh is about
$18,000 per year (not to mention thewaste of human'resources), it seems
apparent that there.is an(urgent need for a system Of rehabilitation,- or
most specifically of "diversion," that is truly effective.

The 40% annual recidivism rate is a figure generally accepted for adults.
The Bayview County Juvenile Probation Department has quoted similar statistics
for teenage youngsters in their area. But indeed, many localities experience
an even higher rate of return to delinquent activities. For.example, the
Providence Educational Center Prmject in Center City indicates that perhaps
the recidivism rates of juveniles placed on probatAon could be as high ai
702. In overall terms, it seems clear from the literature that a majority of
the juveniles adjudicated by the court committed further offenses.

The juvenile crime rate has been well.publicized throughout the national
press. It is estimated that about 25% of stranger70-stranger crimes are
accounted by youth under 16 years of age. The Clayburne Police Department
made between 16,000 and 17, 000 juvenile contacts in 1975. In Clayburne
one out of every ntne youngsters is expected to.appear before a juvenile
judge before he it 18.

-In response to these validated conditions the EXemplary Work Program was
started during July 1975: The research and demonstration aspect.svof the
project were to be emphasized, a]though.a direct relationship"to the
criminal justAce system was a provision for.the release of funds. The basic
hypothesis, to'be examined from a research point of view, was that'paid
employment on meaningful jobs can be instrumental.in diverting juveniles
from criminal activities. In this sense it differed from most previous
.federal projects where education and resocialization have been the prime
points of emphasis.

The Clayburne Unified'School District received a grant of $900,000
(to be matched with $100,000 of local funds) from the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration to develop and pilot a paid work situation for
about 500 potential juvenile offenders; also including quite a few
juveniles who had known prior offenses.

The evaluation design for the 10-month project was left up to the
district within certain parameters established by the'Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration. The design initially consisted of a variety.
of process measures for,the purpose of determining (a) what weht_into'the
prOgram,.and (b) what happened in the program. The major part of these
data were collected by questionnaires and intervidWs with direct project
participadts, i.e. students and firoject staff and by similar techniques
with indirect participants, i.e. parents, employers, and general public.
Case studies on selected project pariicipants were,also considered a
part of the process phase of the data collection. Some of the question-'
naires used in this phase of ihe evaluation are included for the purpose
or providing the reader Idt!as for creating questionnaires of.his own. .No

standardized OT commercial measures were used in this program evaluation;
all questionnaires and data collection rosters were designed by the assiyed
evaluator to fit the perceived'needs of the project.
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The second part of the evaluation, and the emphasis that was demanded
by the funding agency, was "hypothesis testing". This aspect also created
the greatest challenge to the innovative and creative talents of the eval-
uator. No guidelines or previous work was available upon which to draw-
ideas .from the past. The hypotheses to be tested' were: .

1. Measure recidivism rate of 60 project partl.cipants. who are
known to have "priors", the recidivism rate of known priors
will be reduced by.12.5% (to 35%) from the"known 40% rate
existing in Bayview County.

Measure "initial contact" of 120 project participants who
are believed to be "non-priors." Rate of non-prior contacts
:will be reduced 12.5% (to 10.5%) from the calCulated 12%
probahility now existing in the police beat/zip code areas,
served by the program.

Technique 8: Hypothesis Testing_ and Sample.Size

The two hypotheses just outlined are clearly written in quantifiable
and measurable terms. The first step in hypothesis'testing is to arrive
at a reasonable hypothesis of some event occuring or not occuring (null
hypothesis). In the two hypotheses cited the parameters were arrilied at
as follows: (1) the County Probation Department showed the recidivism
rate of juveniles to be 40%. (Recidivism,is defined as a person being
arrested for the same type of crime within a one year period after an
initial arrest or release from a detention facility). Since 40% was a
known figure, experts in the field of juvenile criminology were consulted
to estiblish a reasonable reduction rate by project intervention. This
introduces the basic evaluation principle of obtaining "expert Validation"
of a proposed technique. (2) The probability of initial police contact of
non priors was calculated by using Porice Department, Juvenile Division,
arrest data and coMparing it with youth population in the districts
served by Exemplary Work. This probability was-calculated as 12% in any
given year: In order to make the probability projection'as accurate as
possible, three year trend data were used, and averaged to arrive at the 122.
Again, consulting juvenile crime experts, a 12.5% reduction figure seemed
reasonable and capable of measurement.

The statistical measurement of these hypotheses was difficult at best.
However some posiiive results were noted, especially in item (2). This
presenis a queition which must always be kept in mind in educational evaluation.

Statistical Significance versus Practical Significance

In the researcher's zeal to obtain statistically significant
findings, he often.overlooks the more relevant question: Is
it educationally significant? Is the'difference large enough
to be practical? Are the gains important enough to be Worth
the cost and effort.to obtain them? This question gets at
the trade off factor in educational decision-making and involves
the problem of accountability in cost effectiveness eaomonics.
Even when these practical matters are settled or in the background,
there are valuable considerations of social and psychological
nature that frequently override a choice based solely on statis-
tical significance-.
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Comparison Groups and Sample Size

The hypothesis teiting, as described, obviously dictated the need
for comparison groups '- that is some body of youngsters who did not receive
whatever treatment the project provided. In the case study we are review-'
ing here the size of test and comparison groUps (60 and 120) was more or
less arbitrarily arrived at by intelligent discussions and understanding
of what might be realistic in terms.of time and personnel constraints.
Comparison groups should be matched to test groups as closely as possible.
That is; if the test group is made up of 30 fifteen year oldssand 30
sixteen year olds; 40 boys and 10 girls; and 15 minorities, then the
comparison group desirably should match the.project group in all aspects -
except for the treatment introduced. In this case the "treatment" was
paiciemployment.

While the sample sizes in this case were not as/Precisely determined
as they should have.been on a sound research basis they were determined
on a "whatis practical basis." The following table shows how one may
determine sample size in a more scientifically oriented mode.

HOW LARGE MUST A SAMPLE BE?

RANDOM SAMPLE SIZE CH47 (.10 LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE)

For a Population
of N

# of
Cases

Take Every
Nth Case

Percent
of Total

10
,

10 all 100%

, 100 50*

every other
case 50%

150 50*

every third
case 33 1/3%

200
e4

50

\every fourth
case 25%

500 60

every eighth
case 12%

f

600 60

every tenth
case 10%

750 61

every twelfth
case 8%

1000 63

every fifteenth
case 6%

1500 .64

every twenty-
fourth case 4%

2000 65

every thirtieth
case 3%

*Actually the number calculated-by formula is less than 50 but for convenienCe
of choosing it is recommended that one round up to 50.
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Acbjantages of Hypothesis Testing:

a. Permits measurement of a pre-conceived concept.
b. Permits use of comparison groups.
c. .Permits statement of researcher's expectations in

positive terms.

Disadvantages of Hypothesis Testing:

a. There may'be other plausable hypotheses than ihe one(s)
selected.

b. Difficult to establish proper levels of aignifitance without
prior experience in the study area.

c. Possibility of introducing error in acceptance or non-acceptance
of a null hypothesis.

Technique 9: Case Study

Although some writers contend that the "one-shot case etude hardly
qualifies as a respectable.data-collection design, there are instances
when evaluators might employ it.' Essentially, the design involves the
administration of measdring devices to a group of learners who have 4
received some sort of educational treatment. Schematically, the design
looks like this:

'One-Shot Case Study

The design is referred to as a case study because it more closely
resembles a clinical case study than anything else. The evaluator merely
notes what happens to learners who have received the instructional treat-
ment-being evaluated, and previous,student background factors are consi-
dered.

In this instance the case studies were only a peripheral part of
the total evaluation and were not performed in depth. The full case study
technique itself would be sufficient to consume the major portion of an
evaluation manual. One of the sample caSe studies from Exemplary Work is
shown. The data gathering form used by the evaluator is in the collection
pf forms which follows. This form was used to obtain information from people
who had had contactfwith the subject, especially project counselors.

CASE STUDY

Lana, age 16, entered her first EWP counseling session
hostile about school, but shy about discussing the problem with
the counselor. She had previously been exempted ftom Jackson
Junior High School for truancy. Her home life was not very
cohesive nor did she have interested parents. Lamd's mother
had been ineffective in controlling her children and did not
provide a sense of togetherness in the family. Once Lana was
placed in a job, she reluctantly gave a portion of her salary
to her family to eupplement welfare benefits. The counselor
detected that Lana reeentcd donating a portion of her salary
to her unemployed mother and "lazy" brothers and sisters.
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In job placement counseling, Lana expressed no parti-
cular intereet.but though she would enjoy working with children.
She was placed in a day care nursery as an aide, however, she

. was unhappy with this assignment because she did not feeZ use-
PAZ. She was removed from the job and placed in a "Hold pattern"
for additional counseling. During the interim, she workvd
temporarily in the center's office assisting the secretaries
and receptionist. It eared to the counselor that Lana
became more relaxed and s f-confident as she interacted with
other co-workers her own ag . She was then pZaced in a teacher's
gide position at ;the Southeast Involvement Program. Lana was
already attending classes there.and the counselor, felt this
assignment would present a positive side of school.

During the interview with he,r teacher/eupervisor, she
commented on Lana's low self-esteem and her messy apptarance.
As Lang began to experience succese in her classwork, receiving
pratse from the teacher, and recoge ton-by-other classmates;
she cautiously gained confidence and egan to improve her apkear-
ance. In the small group classes, ,, . established an identtty
with a group and felt a sense of belong Besides the group
affiliation, Lana's work brought her additional attention by her
peers. As she earned a salary, Lana was abie to buy herself
clothes. Her teadher/supervisor noticed a vaLa

began mAtfitting herself. Lana placed a eat deal ofan
ent once

importance on clothes; the new clothes heZped boost her self-
image and gain Arther approval: As ,a worker, Lana became
diligent and wanted to be "kept.busy." She enjoyed task-
oriented duties. She indicated that ehe became interested in
a career as a computer key punch operator.'

Lana expressed her happiness with the program az a job
placement and individualized personal counseling servie.
She felt there were too 'many tempting escapes, such as truancy,
to heZp avoid attending comprehensive schools. Until her
involvement with Extmplary Work, she was avoiding school and
wasting her time. Her work experience and the Southeast
Involvement Program helped her use her time constructively.
She was able to trust ljer counselor and teacher to the point
of seeking them out for personal help, something she was unable
to do with her mother. Lana felt that the attention of these
people motivated her change.

Advantange of Case Studies:

a. Can give an overall picture of a project's effect on one or more
individuals and may shed insights on the program's impact.

Disadvantage of Case Studies:

a. Interpretations may be overly subjective.

6 3
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EWP

CASE STUDY OUTLINE

Give details and explanations of the items listed below as they apply to the student's

background. Mark "no information" or "not applicable" for appropriate sections. We

are interested in patterns of change shown by.the student in any of tlese areas since

his entrance in the program. For examOle, a student's criminal record may have

improved since his contact with the program. We are not trying to show:that the
program is solely responsible for this improvement but is a:contributing variable.
You.may attach-additional-pages to further elaborate on any items or provide supple-

mentary information you,feel is valuable.

I. GENERAL INFORMATION:

Name Date of Birth

Place of Birth

. Address

Name of Parents or Guardian (Father)

(Mother).

(Guardian)

Occupation of Parents (Father),

(lother)

(Guardian)

Nationality of Parents (Ethnic code may be used)

(Father)

(Mother)

(Guardian)

1

II. TEST DATA:

Achievement
GPA may substitute

Aptitude

Personality and Temperament

or

6 4
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III. HEALTH:

Physical

Mental

IV. SCHOOL HISTORY:

Scholarship Record/award(s)--(if no outstanding awards.compare the student's Jr.
High academic record, CPA, attendance, etc., to his.present school record or
most recent attendance).

Types of Schools Attended--( explain student's activities within types of schools
and reasons for changes; for example: Public Schools--attended 3 Jr. Highs because
.of discippnary transfers, or parental ethnic transfer requests, etc.)

Changes from School to School--Why? ( EX. truancy, military family, may be an
extension of the above reasons)

V. HOME CONDITIONS':

Socialand economic status ( as.it applies to the student i.e. supporting family,
welfare recipient, etc)

6 5
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General Atmospheii of the Home

(If known, consider siblings, parent-child relationship, grandparent relation-
.. ship or any other individual relationships with the student.)

Pupil's Attitude Toward His Home TIf living on own 211hz and is there still
contact with home?)

VI. SOCIAL RELATIONS:

Compauions and Friends (Gang in;tolvement, a loner, etc.)

Relations with Teachers (May reflect student's attitude toward school.).

Ii
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Out-of-School Activities

VII. INTERESTS:

.Educational and Vocational Plans

,

Interest/Hobbies at This Time-(Have interests changed since your contact with
students? How?)-

curriculum in which enrolled-(biample: EWP classes,.ROP classes, regular day
,

nchool, adult school, working towards what kind of a degree)
0

f

&s

1
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CLAYBURNE CITY SCHOOLS
EXEMPLARY yom PROJECT

STUDENT EVALUATION - 1975/76 SCHOOL YEAR

Name of Interviewer Location of Interview

gr:

. bate Your Grade

,

1. Your Name

.4 2. Your Work Location (Employer)

How long have you been in the project?

4. Have you received what you expected from this project when you went into it?

Yes No

Ir. Please describe how you feel about your job experience up to this time.

6. Have you changed jobs since being on the project? Yes No

if yes_ - why have you changed?

7. School you attend now

8. *Please describe hciw you feel about your School experience up to this time.

6 8
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9. In the blank provided at the beginning of each of the three statements below, place

a number that best expresses how you feel about it. Use the following 1-5 scaleti

5 - Fantastic!
4 - Great
3 - O.K.
2 - Bombed
1 - Ripaz

A. How much have you enjoyed your present job.

B. How wpuld you rate your classes (English, math, etc.) - at the school

you now attend.

C. fate your experiences in this project into your total life.

.(Is it one of the most important parts of the life you lead now?)

10. If you could change any parzof this project what would it be?

11. What do you like best about it?

12. las the staff counselors and teachers) been helpful to you?

Yes No Jndecided
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1975 - 76

CLAYBURNE CITY SCHOOLS

EXEMPLARY WORK PROJECT

STArr SURVEY

(To be completed by all staff

attached to the project)

Date
Name of Interviewer

Title

Staff Members Name (optional)

DIRECTIONS: The first year's evaluation iS concerned with the implementation
and the process of establishing the project; the program staff are to be held
accountable for the process. Assist us by providing candid responses to the
questions below. In the first eight questions please.circle your response on
the scale of 5 to 1. In the last two questions please express yourself in
narrat ive f orm . THANK YOp. ,

Statements Strongly' Un- .. Dis- Strongly'

4 Agree Agree:decided agtee Disagree
1. The purposes of this Troject

were clear to me at the start

2. The objectives of this project
are not realistic within the time
allowed

3. The participants (students) are
accepting the Purposes of this
project

4. The student selection çritéria
have generally been ,ap opriate. . .

5. We the staff, are working together
as a group

6. My time is being well spent,
compared to other assignments I
,have had in thi.s school district . .

The program met my expectations.
and I feel it is prolAding something
"unique" to these youngsters

8. Ovmall, I would say this project
has betn successfully impleMented
during the first year

70

5 4 3 2

4 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

5 4 3

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2

.

5 4 3 2

R4

,

1
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Please cite:one or two specif1c.reasons for your, response in question (8);
especially if you ranked at 5 or 1.

'10. Please describe specifically any changes you would see as important to
improve the functioning of the project; either in terms of services to
students or "general administratiye items.

71
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'CLAYBURNE CITY SCHOOLS
EXEMPLARY WORK PROJECT

EMPLOYER EVALUATION 1975/76

Date 'Mut Mama.

Your Business Na--

Name of Interviewer

1. NaMes Of EWP Student(s) in Your ehOloY it thia tiMe:

. i)

( b)

(USe ah adaitional fOim if &re ihah AbOile.)

i; Please eirCle letteis ih (1) *hiChibriesOond to those students covered in this
iepOrt.

3. HOW MahY EWP itudehts have. Ou had iü total aih6e You became involved with our

ii You have had a turnover et studehtS d.i1iñ the ilast months, please cite the

HaSoris for studeht teiminatiohl

; hoii *ere You eOntaited abo.ut iiploYihg oP Sttidehts?

1: itYllhOhe .4; kOUê fii5M iijoeikrisOiS 5, COunselor'Referrals

i; tIsona1 iohtaCE 4r R474410ei. t: Other

tt 4 h1s ame *hat ii OUr OVieraii ét5.dñ iegardihg.the present jiab performance of

% §tUdeht(s),(eirdie prOpef iiUMber rh 5Cale):

4 4 1

Paisititie Negative ,

is bfi ihd hafno sCn1e4 bleaSe ea-êt LO ihe jEs.b pertar-MdhCe at the time'the student(q)
Iiidiftpoftea _La

. I 4 1

teititiVe Negative
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8. Do you feel inclined to want to.continue cooperation in this program beyond this
present school year (assuming subsidized salary is atill possible)?

Yes No Undecided 11
Do you feel there is.a popsibility you might retain your "employee': beyond the
termination of the subsidized funding?

Yes No Undecided Not applicable

10. If the answer to question 9 is No, please give'the reason.

. Ungatisfactory EWP student performance

Students under age.
t.

Job slots will not be .available'.

Insufficient funds of your own

Other reasons (please list)

111,1 MINIM M.

11. Has your relationship with the Exemplary Work Projett staff been satisfactory? ,

Yes No Undecided

12. What probleilis have you deteCted in the project that need attention?

Student pay chicks late

Confusion with required paper work

Lack of communication with EWP staff

Student job attitudes

rtudent pre-job oriehtation

Student'reliability

Other items (please list)

13. Corments (positive or negative)

1 4
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Location of Interview
0

1975 21976

CLAYBURNE CITY SCHOOLS

EXEMPLARY WORK-PROJECT

Parental Survey

Name of Interviewer

1. Parent's Name

Date

2. Your Student's Name

Highest'Grade Your Student has Completed

3. His/Her Previous School's Name

4. Haste/she ever been expelled or exempted? Yes No

5. When yds the last time he/she attended "regular" school?

5/A Where does he/she attend school now

6. How long has he/she been in the exemplary work project?

. 7. Where is the present work station located?

1. Does your student appear to.be satisfied with the program up to this time?

Yes No Undecided

To the arent: Please check the appropriate box in the eight questions below -
then please answer_the last two questions in your own words.

./
9. When my thild was last in regular

school he/she was enthusiastic about
it at home.

10. So far this year I have noticed a
change for the better in the attitude
of my child.

11. 'Overall,.in the exemplary work project
the performance of mychild appears
satisfactory,-.

12. I feel I know quite a bit about the
goals of this project.

13. I feel thave been fully informed by
* the project staff relative to my child's

progress..

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE' DISAGREE UNDECIDED OR
DON'T KNOW

,

.

.

,

.

,

.._

.

,

.

. ,

.

.
,



14. I feel there is a good degree of
cooperation and communication between
the parents, students, and staff.

15: So far, I have been able to establish
a positive opinion of this projeCt
regarding its difference from "regular"
schools.

16. It appears as if.the concept will
meet (or has.met) the particular needs
of'my Child.

.STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE DISAGREE

.

UNDECIDED OR
DON'T KNOT.I

,

,

1

.

.

.

.

1

\

.

.

i

, 17. In what particular ways do you think
this projecrhas affected your chitdr

18. Do you have any suggestions for change or improvement in our project?

111100..... ON

I
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CASE STUDY NO. 7: NORTHWEST CAREER HIGH SCHOOL

About 1970 the concept of career education was conceived (or as
some people say, was revived from a beginning at a much earlier point in

time). In any event the movement swept the country very rapidly and,
while the concept was there, the basit definition and operational formatpi
were left up to individual school districts or other educational agencies.
Many different ideas were, and still are, tried throughout the United

States. Two events occurred in the Clayburne Unified School District
that put them into a position to develop a uniquely innovative concept in
career education with strong vocational overtones.

The first of these events was the realization by the then deputy
superintendent and assistant superintendent that a career education unit
should be formed for district-wide development of the total program. This

unit employed a director hired from outside the district and subsumed the
existing vocational education activities under its purview.

The second event leading to the development of Northwest Career
High School was the'availability of a small school site.."The site had
previously been used for another purpose and had dwindled in student
enrollment sO that it was no longer economically or operationally wise to
operate it. Thus the availability of a site plus the evolving career concepts
and top-management support led to a newly struCtured instructional arena.

In its effort to provide,an alternative to the-traditional senior
high school experience, Clayburne's Northwest Career High School was
opened in'September, 1973, as an experimental project funded in large part
by ESEA Title III funds. The school's career-oriented.outreach program
was directed at students who did not plan to continue directly.on to
college; with instruction organized around occupational training, on-the-
job training, and placement. A ireat deal of importance was also attached
to the development of "career concepts" through a combinatiorlhof classroom

instruction, intergroup relations, and personal counseling. At the same

time, students complete the basic academic subjects required for a standard

high schdol diploma. This allows them-the option of entering a two-year
community college, or even some four-year colleges, should their post high
school career plans change.

Northwest School is located in northwest Clayburne, the city's
predominantly,Black and Mexican American area. Prior to 1973, it operated
as a continuation high school with a student body that was drawn almost

exclusively from the local minority population. 'The school's reputation

was one of violent students and an embattled teaching staff. "Little,

if any, learning was taking place," according to one district report, and
"many who were-close to the situation felt that a drastic change should
be made in the school or it should be closed." The assistant superinten-
dent for secondary schools, William Lander, summed up the district's
frustration with Northwest by declaring that the continuation program
was failing both studenti and parents."



The Title III funds, for a three year period, permitted the backup
for a complete changeover to the career concept. It allowed the employment
of four additional staff members one of whom was the academic coordinator,
one of whom wasthe occupational training coordinator, one of whom was the
on-job-training coordinator, and finally one who specialized in career
counseling. The Title III award mandated evaluation each year and a
considerable degree of latitude in creative evaluation was allowed. This
perhaps was because standardized testing was not considered the most
important method of evaluation by the district. Instead a number of non-
test indicators were emphasized, some f which are described here. As an

410
aside, for those readers who may be in olved with this type of project
durinetheir evaluation careers, the i portance of standardized test
results should not be ignored. At the end of the third year the. district
applied for an incentive (disseminatio ) grant and it was denied. In
retrospect, it was undoubtedly the low profile accorded to testing that
encouraged the state to make a negative HistoriCally, they have
placed high emphasis on test scores and this posture continues. The
evaluator seeking to impress funaing officials should place high priority
to test results as well as to thei'r presentation in graphic display. The

state has required forms that must be used, however these may be supplemented
by the evaluator's own creations to hiihlight positikre results. An example
of how these kinds of data may be displayed was shown in case study number 4.

Standardized Achievement Tests such as the CTBS (Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills) are generally not used in purely vocational program evaluation.
The criterion-referenced test; often developed especially for the project,
is usually more appropriate. These tests would be designed to measure the
student on specific levels of proficiency as demanded by the occupation in
question. To repeat, the evaluator who is operating with federal/state funds
may wish to be more emphatic in his use of nationally normed instruments.
Adequate descriptions and methods of use may be found in any recognized
general purpose evaluation text.

Technique 9: Case Study (2)

The original needs assessment for the Northwest proposal was augmented
by information supplied by Dr. Lamar Gerry, who was one of the district's
full-time evaluators and a specialist in the design and administration of
vocational education programs. Dr. Gerry surveyed a five-school sample of
over 200 secondary students, as well as reviewing pertinent school records,
to profile the expected population of Northwest in its first year as a
career center. Because the approach was to be significantly different
from vocational programs elsewhere in Clayburne, and, inaeed in its state,
the closest thing to a prototyie found by the proposal writers was the
example of Skyline SchOol in Dallas, Texas. For all those involved then,
Northwest was to be an introductory experience and very much ar experiment.

Profile of, Who is the Evaluator?

Dr. Lamar Gerry had been with the Claiburne district for some ten years
as a teacher, vocational education specialist, and now program evaluator.

Gerry's strength was in vocational or career education rather than evaluation
221: se; in fact, it was his expertise in the former that led to his appointment

to the district's evaluation unit, primarily in charge of the various

Occupation-oriented programs operating in the city's secondary schools.
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This background had.strongly influenced Dr. Gerry's approach to
evaluation. Most apparent is his definition of the role he should play
In a pfogram, which closely foIloum state and district guidelines for the
position, Gerry saw himself as a neutral, outside.source of information
on the program objectives -- first in.the shaping bf the.objectives, and
secondly on'the progress the program is making towards their accomplish-
ment. The means he chose to measure those program objectives also reflect
Dr. Gerry's training. His conception of career education, and his prior
'experience with it, predisposed him to a reliance ;on various'qualitative,
site level, and non-standardized measures of effectiveness; he felt that
the qualities that Northwest was trying to develop simply could not be
captured by scores on academic achievement tests.' ?oinforcing this
disposition was Dr. Gerry's lack of a strong backgfound in/quantitative
data aralysis for evaluation. 1He stated that the MilllsAeodid possess' in
this area had been developed without prolusion's): training in evaluation
techniques. At the Same time, Gerry pan's the CTBS testing schedule at
the top of his list of priorities because it is required by law, add
thus the program evaluator's obligation.

Dr. Gerry's background was also felt outside the evaluation. His
expertise in vocational education gave him a unique role in the program
design and 'implementation phases; and his personal commitment to the
career education concept helped establish the strong communication links
he enjoyed with the principal(s) and program staff.

This combination of skills and experience ,served Dr. Gerry Oarticu-
larly well in the evaluation. He was able to strike a balance between the
professional limitations on his role And the great persona1. inlprest he had
in the program's success. In concentrating on,providing the kTild of
information which was immediately useful for program improvement, Dr. Gerry
cetributed to the solidification at Northwest, and its later adoption by
the Clayburne district. Had his emphasis been placed on what he.cited as
the top priority -- CTBS scores -- the program might have been received
differently in the State capital. But it would not have been the same
program.

On-going communication.

Dr. Gerry and both Nord/test's principa s (pere was a,change midway
in the second year) -- especially Mrs. Warne (the.second piincipal) --
quickly instituted a series of formal and i formal procedures to assure
that, the evaluation's information got to the site decision-maker as soon
as possible. Gerry kept the principals acquainted with the instruments
he wastsing; he met with Mr. Alcott (the first principal) and Warner
whenever a survey or test had been completed; his observation visits to
the program usually began or ended with a discussion in the principal's
office; and, in the case of Mrs. Warner, the mid-year and year-end reports
were reviewed by the'evaluator aa principal tdgether before being finalized.
For the kinds of decision being made there, this rapid, constant provision
of evaluative infotmation was vital. That the communication channels were
systematized so early in the life of the program can probably be.St=taributed
to a congruent assessment of informatinon needs by the evaluator and the pro-
gram grector(s), and (in no small part) to the personal compatibility of
Dr. Gerry with Northwest's two principals.

0
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The communication between the evaluator and state or district author-
ities was less frequent and more formalized. Dr. Gerry and Mr. Isley, the
State Coordinator, met several times a year to discuss the project, but
written communication -- memos from Mr. Isley, the interim and final reports
'from Dr. Geery -- were more common. The same pattern held with the flow of
information to the district officer. Gerry met informally with/personnel in
the Secondary Schools and the Vocational Education divisions, but their main
link was the written reports at mid-year and year's end. For the decisions
about the project that were made by these two levels of school governance,
on-going communication as such seemed to be much less important than the
different kinds of information that each agency sought.

The majority of the preceeding description is excertted from a
larger Case study done on the project. Technically the proper way to do
a case study is to get viewpoints from at least two vantage points and then
consolidate and synthesize the results into a composite whole. In this

case the steps were as follows:

Identical questionnaires given to the evaluator and the two
school principals: None of them saw how the others answered.

After an analysis of the questionnaires, the third party researcher
Linterviewed all respondents.

. A series of further in-depth interviews were conducted with the
evaluator.

A final document *(case study) was prepared and submitted to
evaluator and principals for apprOval and annotation.

. A final closing interview was held, with all parties,present, in
in order tO reach consensus on the validity of the case study.

Technique 10: Process Evaluation

Process evaluation is that technique whereby information is fed to
the project decision makers during the course of operation so that
directional changes may be made if necessary. It was illustrated in the
description of Northwest Career High School how this was accomplished by
the evaluator. This teChnique is most effective when the personality of
the evaluator lends itself to ease of communication with the project
director. The evaluator, above all, must not be considered as a threat;
he hould be viewed as a functioning member of the total instructional
process. It is up to the evaluator to develop technical skills and human
relations skills that will make him truly effective as a "process evaluator."

Advantage of Process EValuation:

,a. The principal advantage of piocess evaluation is to feed
back to the project director suggestions for program
improvement during the course of operation so as v)
improve instruction while the intervention technique.is
actually taking place.
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Disadvantage of Process Evaluation:

a. The organizational structure or the personalities of the'
evaluator ind/or project director may preclude meaningful
rapport and utilization of "in-progress" results to help
students.

Evaluation Forms

Some of the project-developed forms for use in eliciting responses
.from major project participants are on the following pages. These'were
used for primary participants; students and faculty, and for parents as
secondary participants; one record keeping form is also displayed.

9
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Interviewer Date
IP

. STUDENT INTERVIEW

Name

Grade Level

401r . City

Age

St'reet Address

10
1. WhaCcourses are you enrolled in this. )Quarter. (Please in'dicate quarter(include occupationalcluster to )Semester or semester by crossing

'which assigned, as well'aa any
I out-inappropriate term.)

on-job training) ,

(periOa 1)

(period 2)

(period 3)

(period 4)

(period 5)

(enlister)

'(OJT)

. 2. What plans have you made for a job after you finish school?

3, Who has hellied you the most, either here at school or outside of school,
in planning for a job CT for,planning an educational trainingeprogram?

Rea to the student: "The following)information is needed to aid in estab-r-

lishing and'maintaining quality career education pro-..

grams with equal opportunity for all groups..

Which of the following do yoa consider yourself to be?

41116111

American Indian

Black

Mexican American

Oriental

Puerto Rlcan

Spanish American

White

Other (specify)

81
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5. What do you like best about your present school,situation?
Probe: Do you'get'along OK vii your classmates?

6. Wliat do you dislike Most about your present school situation?
Ptobe: Do any of she students give you,a hard time?

7. Overall, how do you feel about school this year?
Probe: Is it any better or any Worse than last year?

8. Have you made any close friends at this school?
Probei Who is your best.friend here?

9. 'What do you wish was different about this school?

10. (For transported students only) . What do you think about riding the bus



CLAYBURNE CITY SCHOOLS

NORTHWZST CAREER HIGH SCHOOL

.Faculty Evaluation Scale On Present-Status
Of School

DATE

\ (Please do not sign your;namc.)

Did you teach at Northwest
'last year? Yes No

(Answer is cptional)

Directions: Read each statement carefully and decide how ycu feel about it. You
will agree with somestatements and disagree with others.. You are

. offered five possible answers to each statement. The'"undecided"
,answer should be circled .only whea you have no optnion. Circle one
number following each statement. Pleasp answer all statements, and
.record your feelings as of this date.

Statements: . Strongly Un- Dis- Strongly
Agree ,Agree decided agree Disagree

I. The purposes of this school
ake clearer to me now than
three montfis ago

2. The objectives of this school
are not realistic within the
time allowed

3. Thi faculty are accepting
the purposes of this school

4. I .am learning more about

career education as the year
progrcsses . . . .1. . . .

5. We are working together as a
group

6. I really feel a part of this
group now

7. The program is meeting my
expectations

8. Relative to my teaching
experiences last.year, this
is more rewarding

5 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

.4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 .1.

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

9. Please list below any particularly good points or bad points of the schoot as
you perceived them.

10. Please lit below any specific ideas you have for school imprpvement durirt the
balance of the year.

.
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C:rcle One:

Pre Post

Your Name

44044 CLAYBURNE CITY SCHOOLS
NORTHWEST CAREER HIGH SCHOOL

Parental Survey

Date

Your StudeWs Name

His/Her Pr vious School'S.Name

DIRECTIO/:

Below are'listed eight statements regarding your knowledge of this school as well as
your chi1d's reaction toward it. Opposite each statement you should place a check
mark to/indicate your feeling or your opinion of it. Note that the possible choices
are: STRONGLY AGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE, QR UNDECIDED. After you have completed the
first eight questions, we ask that you respond to questions 9 and 10.in your own words.
Your comments will help u§.to imprbve the school in line with the needs of yoUr child.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.

1. When my child was in school,last yea',
he/she was enthusiastic about it at home.

2. So far this year I have noticed a Change
for the.better in the "school 'attitude"

, of mi.child.

3. So far this year I have not noticed any
change in my child's attitude toward school.

4. I feel I know quite a bit about the goals
of the Clayburne Career High School.

5.- I feel I have been fully informed by tlte
school,staff relative to my child's progress.

6. I leel there is a good degree of.Cooperation
and communication between the parents.

STRONGLY

AGREE

AGUE DISAGREE UNDECIDED

7. So far, I have been able to establish an
opinion of this school reprding its' differ-
ence from other schools.

8. It appears as if thir, schnol will meet (or
met) the partfculay needs of my.child.

9. In.what particular ways do you'ihink this
school has affi)cted your child?

-41

I.

10. Do you he,ve nny ougRestions for change r improvement ln the school?

84
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Date

NORTHWEST CAREER'HIGH.SCHOOL 6.

03MPARISON OF MARK POINT AVERAGES1)
STUDEgT.DATA COLLECTION ROSTER

Data Collected by

STUDEkT NAME
,

PRESENT
OCCUPATIONAL

CLUSTER

PRESENT
GRADE SEX

MARK.POINT

....AYEVAGE__1181

6/74 2/76

SCHOOL

JUNE
ATTENDED
1974 REMARKS

L OTHER
e. .

JOnes, John COnstructiom 12 H

F
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2.4

3.1
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Smith Jane Urban AAric. 12
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.
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.
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.

10.
,

11.

.

,

, 1

.

.

_it
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12.

13.

14.

15.
.

-

1) All students on this form must have been enrolled at Northwest no later than September 1974 but
ma have been enrolled prior to then.



STUDY QUESTIONS PART II

a) Develop a questionnaire on any evaluation subject, mail
to 30 homogeneous people, and analyze the results.

b), Develop,a structured interview questionnaire. Use it to

interview six people in'a given category of vocational
training (or delivery system), and write a two Oage

' descriptive report.

c) Analyze results of recent research and write a two page
paper arguing either for or against the improvement of

basic skills (reading and mathematics) through the use
of vocational or career education.

d) 'Develop your own follow-up questionnaire, mail to 30
ex-students. and analyze results.

a



PART III

EVALUATION ISSUES

Evaluation Design 61 Decision Making

Evaluators should have considerable input into the original design
of a project which will ultimately require his/her services in gathering

data and preparing interim and final evaluation reports. Within a local

school district supporting an autonomous and adequately staffed evaluation

department, the degree of service will naturally vary with die individual

evaluator, involved. The very worst that can happen (and all to often,
does happen) is that the assigned evaluator is never consulted on the

original project construction, is brought into the picture after the
fact, and is delegated responsibility for evaluation at some point
after the project funding has occurred.

The next best thing is that some evaluator (not necessarily the one

ultimately assigned to the project) is consulted during the early project
writing stages, and is at least requested to examine the objectives and
be sure they are 4trisp enough" for measurement in the future. The

evaluator, however, should cadtion himself not to be too hasty in making
judgments on the efficacy or worth of the objectives; his job is.basically

th see if they are capable of quantifiable measurement. The best that can

happen within time constraints and interests of the evaluator is that he be

intimately invdlved in all aspects of the project application development.
Projects directed to federal and state funding agencies are often written
by relatively inexperienced writers who have so real knowledge of the problems

to be addressed by the application. Therefore, the evaluator, if he or

she is experienced, can be of immeasurable help during these early stages.

People can deal with problems more effectively if they can anticipate

the nature of those problems. For the educational evalmator.it is imperative

to point out that most educational evaluations w,ll be carried out in a

thoroughly practical milieu in which the results may constitute playing

cards that people will be dealing with from potentially political decks.

EValuators tend over time to improve the quality of their data gathering

and report preparation. Educational evaluators should feel fulfilled if,

in their opinion, they have been,able tb enhance the quality of educational

endeavors to which they dirsct their attention. Many 'evaluators initially

assume that the educational *orld is out there, feverishly awaiting the

results of their studies. Too /often a surprise results, and it becomes

apparent that evaluation, especlally that which is required by extramural
funding agencies, is all too often'a rote process, and the results count for

very little in the ultimate decision-making,procedures.

The evaluator can have a significant effect on local process decision

making it he has a personality that meshes with that of the project director

and if his ongoing data-gathering efforts are used by the district for

program improvement. At the state level, however, it is doubtful if his

87 11,2



efforts may ever amount to.much more than a preparation of the standard
forms that are required by the various funding sovces. These forms usually

.liear very heavily on the:Use of pre-post standardized.test resulteland.all

too often 'do not take cOgnizance)6f the noartest indicators that can so often
assist the director in establishing a feel for "the real pulse of the operation."
States also very often make.funding decisions using data from sources'ofher

than what is
/

sprovided by local program evaluators.

2. Preparing a Needs Assessment

Presumably evaluations are conducted on projects that are designed
to cope with an educational need, or at least a neee as perceived by
administrators of an educational agency. Funding agencies usually require

a fairly formal needs assessment to be performed during the initial stages

of preparing a proposal for outside monies. Even if a school district is
developing its own inhouse vocational program a good needs assessment is

desirable. The-needs assessment can bq developed in a number of ways, but
the essential elements are to state the existing condition and indicate how
the project will take students to the desired condition. For example:

EXISTING
CONDITION
(what is)

DESIRED
CONDITION . 'DISCREPANCY

ANALYSIS OF
DISCREPANCY

Approximately At least.440 of No such alterna- An unused site

10% of high the students tive school presently exists

school students identified.as presently exists that would be

in Bayview public potential drop- in this school adequate for such

schools are pot-
ential dropouts
and also have

outs, non voca-
tional enrollees,
.and, low academic

district, a school The
district lacks
adequate financial

expressed inter- performers be resources to staff

est in an alter-. enrollad in an such a school with

native type of alternative the specialized

school, school to be
known as the

personnel that are
required. Addi-

The majority of northwest career tional support funds

these students education high would enable the

are not enrolled
in a vocational
class.

school. .

.

district to imple-
ment this new con-
cept.

On the average, a
random sample of

these students
have reading
scores below the
median.

.

,

Information to v 'idate the existing condition may bo gat'aered by the

use of questionnaires sent to parents, staff members, employers, or students.



CENTRAL CITY SCIMOLS

SCHOOL rTROVEMENT PROIRAM
Hurzs HISH SCHCOL

NEEDS ASSESSMZNT PRMLE

Dear Parents

V. need your help. Our school is continually assessing needs in 'order to develop
appropriate educational pro;rams for children. We want to know your views in regard
to their needs. We invite you to take part in the planning by completing this brief
questionnaire. Please return it to the school as soon as possible. Thank you.

My child is in grades: lig 12 (Please check one).

DIRECTIONS: 'Below are list& 20 items, ten of them in academic areas and ten of
them in non-academic areas. Please rank each one on a scale of 5 - 1 (high to low)
depending on how you perceive its importance to the instruction of children at our
school. Prease circle opposite each item the dumber that best describes your feelings.

ACADEMIC HIGH/LOW NON ACADEMIC HIGH/IOW

1. Reading 5 4 '3 2 1 1. Development o f Staff 5 4 3 2 1

2. Oral apression 5 4 3 2 1 2. Student Self-Concept 5 4 3 2 1

3. Written Ekpression 5 4 3 Z/L1 3. Physical Education 5 4 3 2 1

4. Mathematics 5 4 3 2 1 4. Health Educaticm 5 4 3 2 1

5. Science 5 4 3 2 1 5. Counseling 5 4 3 2 1

6. Vocational Education 5 4 3 2 1 6..Parent Education 5' 4 3 2 1

7. Social Studies 5 4 3 2 1 7. Teacher Conferences 5 4 3 2 1

8. Bilingual Studies 5 4 3 2 1 8. Career Education 5 4 3 2 1

9. Art and Music 5 4 3 2 1 9: Consumer Economics 5 4 3 2 1

10. Other Enrichment 5 4 3 2 1 10. Students with Special 5 4 3 2 1

Needs

Are there any other areas in which you feel our school needs to'place special attention?

OTHER COMMENTS:

PLEASE RETURN PROYSTLY

89 Thank you.
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This is one way of gathering information, but not the only one. The
principles of questionnaire construciion diséussed in the section on
follow-up should'be adhered to with spicial attention paid to brevity and
ease of tabulation of data received. One example oC a short parental nc 73

assessment, from which-excellent results have been achieved, is shown.

Parental, staff, employer, and student input is Very important.
However, this should be.supplemented by information gathered by unobtrusive
means. For example school records ofattendance, grade point aNArages, test
scores, and referrals-to counselors should be used whenever possible. In
larger school districts much of this information is contained in the ommputer
data bank alpd may be obtained without resorting to undue consumption of
peoples' dine and attendant possibilities for biased responses.

3. Is The Measurement Instrument Appropriate?

Throughout ihe manual we have referred to Various measuring instru-
cents, whether they be standardized tests, criterion tests, structured
interview, forms, survey forms, or other self-developecrdevices. Each one
has its place and is usually tailored for a specific vocational program.
Ot it may be modified from some other instrument that has been located
elsewhere. If modification is the technique, be sure to watch the copy-
right laws and assure yourself that you are making no violations. Often
times a letter to the publisher or the developer'6f anothertest will
provide the neeessary clearance, to "borrow" a few items.

The appropriateness of instruments for use in vocational evaluations
is especially difficult to determine. Obviously they must be related to
the subject matter being taught (or the attitudinal development being
sought). The instruments should'have other characteristics too, such as
ease of administration, scoring, and interpretation. Teachers who use
any evaluation instruments, whether commercial or self-developed, shOuld
have an opportunity to rate them after having had an opportunity to try
them in the classroom. A useful scale is shown. This scale, in itself,
was a project-developed instrument, which borrowed on experiences of both
teachers and evaluators.

4. -Abstracting the Report for'Reader Utility

Evaluation reports often tend to become quite long which may discourage
busy administrators from reading them in toto. It therefore is a good
idea to condense the essential elements of the report on one or two pages
at the very front of the document. This permits the decision makers or
other interested persons to receive immediate. information On t4e results
of the evaluation as0well as the main thrusts of the project while it was
in progress. Unless an extra curricular' funding agency requires a certain
format, the evaluator may design his own abstract page(s). In any case,
no matter what the outside source requires, it is usually wise for the LEA
to design its own document for use within its family of administrators and
decision makers. Two possible abstract designi are shown; one confined to a
single page and one somewhat longer.



CENTRAL CITY SCHOOLS

TEACHER RATING SCALE - STUDENT TESTS

NAME OF TEST:

TYPE OF STUDENTS FOR WHICH IT IS.APPROPRIATE?

GRADE LEVEL Or STUDENT FOR WHICH IT IS APPROPRIATE?

ADMINISTERED: INDIVIDUAL GROUP

DATE RATED:

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION?

EITHER

NAME OF TEACHER COMPLETING THIS FORM:

DIMENSIONS HIGH
RATING

LOW
5 4 3 2 1

1.. Validity 5 , 4 3 2 1

lh

2. Validity 5 '4 3 2. 1

3. Understandibility 5 4 3 2 1

4

4. Content 5 4 3 2 1

Usefulness

5. Ease of 5 4 1

Administration

6. Scoring 5 4 3 2 I

7. Intervetation 5 4 3 2 1

8. Reliability 5 4 a 3 2 1

RELEVANT QUESTION

Does the test appear to measure
your specific educational objec-
tives?

Does the test appear to predict
the student's performance on
related tasks?

Is the comprehension level
correct for the afe and educa-
tional level to which the test
is directed?,.

Is the test content closely
related to your curriculum?

Is the tasmeasily and conve-
niently adMinistered?

'Can the test be easily and
reliably scored by hand?

,Can the scoreS.be easily inter-
preted and decisions be tade
Irom ihe results?

Does the test measure consis-
tently from one time to another?

Comments (particularly any major strengths or weaknesses):

9 1
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CENTRAL UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

EVALUATION REPORT ABSTRACT* ..-

TITLE OF PROJECT:

Busineis Careers Training.
for Disadvantaged Students

,

ESD Report Numbers 188

DATE: March 12, 1978

FUNDING: EgEA and District in
kind

%

TESCRIPTION OE PROJECT: Business Careere training was designed to Impart entry -level.jot
oskills to 300 eleventh grade students from the Linda Vista area of Central City. it 'was..

operated in two high schools during the.1977 -78 school'year and utilized the individualized
learning packet approach with a heavy emphasis on peer tutoring. The 183 ,boys,and 3,17 girls
who entered the proglkm in September 1977 were.especially selected through administration of:
the Career Planning Inventory by each schools' cbunseling istaff.

. .

40

SjI2LPPOGRAM OBJECTIVES: At a result of successfully participating in the business'program7-
each student will be provided with an entry-level skill which will enable him to type 60 words'
per minute and file,120 letters Ter hour.. Seventy five percent of those students who enter
the program will sypcessfully acquire this skill as verified by the Occupationa2 Skille
Inventory, administered during the foUrth quarter of the year. Fifty percent of those students
requesting help will be placed in summet jobs related to their classrvom training:

VALUATION DES/CN: Students were pre-post tested with the Occupational' Skills Inventory over'
the.periol October 1976 to June 1977. Opinionnaires were adm3nistered to' students, teachers;
eite'administrators, and local employers. Finally, an assessment and validation ofthil
curriculum was perfoiMed by the industry-based Central City Businessmens'.0ccupational
Advisory Committee.

k. .

SVALUATION FINDINOS: It was found that 82% of;those students who started the program completed
it by the end of the school year. Of those who completed the work there was'an.entry.qevel
skill certification cif 553. The most easily acquired skill appeared to be the filing of's .

letters, while the ability.to type 60 words Ter mirute appeared, to be correlated with the levil
of disadvantagement and was attained most easily bystudents whd scored,st the 76th percentile
3r higher in reading tests.

A

PECOMMENDATIONS: On the basis of the evaluation findings it.ii recommended that ihese actions
should be taken:

1. .Involve higher student selectivity in the initial counseling.

2. Consider: the possibility of using another standardized test for pre-post evaluation.

3. Refine the techniques of identifying disadvantaged stuaents.
't

Ttds pane is to be inserted.immediately.behind the Table of Contents in all Evaluation
Services Department reports.-

N.J
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

'f.onclusions*

Recommendations

Project Objectives

Profile of the Project Participants

Profile of the Project L9cale

EXEMPLARY. WORK PROGRAM

1975-76



CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been reachedAas.a result of the Exemplary Work

Program review and analysis:

.1. The data suggest that project participants, who had prior records
with the Probation Department, had a recidivism rpte about 10%
lower than what was anticipated; although the time period has
"qualifications".

.2. The dita show that there were no arrests among project participants
who wete valid "non-priors." Calculated probabilities indicated 12%
could have reasonably been expected to be arrested.

All indications are that paid employment Is helpful In juvenile
crime reduction and that a cause/effect relationship does.exist.

4. Enthusiasm for school, while still marginal, was enhanced in many
,cases by project participation.

5. ReOords indicate that about two thirds of the project ,participants
had previously had contact.with the criminal justice system,,therefore
the student selection was usually appropriate.

Th .! student-participants benefit heavily from intensive career and
" ally life" counseling. The correct counseling technique is a
key to program success, but further research on techniques is
needed.

. Strong community support was exhibited and could be employed to great
advantage if a similar.project is implemented in the futUre..'

8. The length of program operafion was clearly too short to attain the,
depth of desirable outcomes that had been anticipated.

9. The total cost of the program was,ttranslaAd 6 approximately

$1,750 per student participant.

. 10. A sound evaluation methodology was developed and could be transportable .

to future projects of a similar nature.

11. There were gaps in commnnication from the state/federal level, as
b&11 as internal staffing problems that acted to lessen program
Suceess.

12. There appears to be a duplication and'overlapping of efforts in
federally funded projects of this type in the same geographical area.

9 4
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RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the conclusions reached in the Exemplary Work Program review
and analysis, it is recommended thai these.actions should be taken:

a

1. Dialogue should be,initiated with apprdOriate funding sources to .

provide backing for a similar program to be operated for a minimum
of three yRars, starting in 1977.

2. The evaluation methodology developed during 1975-76 be re ined and
updated for use in any subsequent funding years.

The lines of communication and decision making points at state/federal
levels be clearly established before starting Another program.

Future program administration at the local level must be closely
accountable for use of resources,'and "delivery of high quality career .

counseling and job training.

The educational segment of'such a program. should be emphasized more
heavily and student progress moni4ored more closely.

(o. Care should be taken tO avoid duplitations and overlaps with agencies
performing similar functions, or at leasf to work cloiely with,.and
communicate with, those agencies that appear to offer related services.

7.. Community advisory committees be used heavily in any future program in
order to avoid duplications, provide liaison, end help treate'suitable
job slots--espetTally in the private sector.

8e In future programs the recordIkeeping system, covering all facets of
the operation, must be accurate and systematically available.to the

. 0

evaluators in order to properly measure progress towards predetermined
objectives.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the program was to take 600 teenage juveniles, residing
in high crime rate areas of Bayview, and put them to work on paid jobs.

A, seconlary objective was to provide the counseling and other support services
necessary for rhe conduct of the program.

.A third objective was to attempt to prove a cause/effect relationship between
youth unemployment and juvenile crime.

Specifically these objectives were translated into three major activities on
which the evaluators were to collect data:

1. Reduce by 12.5% the anticipated 40% recidivism rate of project
participants with known prior Probation Department records.



2. Reduce by 12.5%.the anticipated 12% annual ariest rate of teenage

juveniles, living in program service 'areas, who are known
II non-priors."

3. Document the processes associated with prOgram operation.

PROFILE OF THE PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

Tbe student participants consisted of approximately 550 individuals during
fullscale program operation.

1. The ethnic'breakdown was approximately 36% white, 36% black,
13% Spanish.surname, and V5% other minority or unable to identify.

2. The age breakdown was approximately 12% of 15 year olds, 27% of 16
year olds, 40%lof 17 year olds, and 21% of 18 year olds.

3. The sex breakdown was 61% males and 39%.females.

Tbe staff participants numbered. between 27 and 30 people during the project

operation.. The typical staffing pattern.was:

Project Director
Administrative Aide
Career Counselors
Head Instructor;
Hourly Instructors
Teacher Aides
Community Aides
Secretary
Payroll Clerk
Time Card Clerk
Clerical Pool
Clerk - Bilingual

5. Incentives for Evaluation
#

-1
-4 .

-1
-3
-2
-2
-1
-1
-2 (sedents)
-8 (students)

to

-1

Incentives for elialuation should ideally come directly from the agency

operating the vocational program. These incentives should revolve around the

process aspects which will help the project staff improve the program as it

unfolds, as well as summary data which will tell how well the program did

(ased on its original objectives), and will provide a base for continuance
or disconeinuance. This posture assumes that the local educational agency .

considers evaluation of its vocational programs as an integral part of the

instructional process. In order to assume this stance, the LEA must be
willing to commit a share of its own financial and personnel resources to
this ongoing task. In reality, whether due to scarce financial basking or
general lack of perception of valtie, this "non-motivated" evaluation is seldom

accomplished. In .the era in which we live, it is probably understandable that,

this situation should be so. Teachers and the general instructional program
compete for funds, and it is difficult to ascribe the immediate value of

program evaluation.

9 6 lii
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What, then, are the major factors that dictate vocational education
evaluation today at the local schocil district level? A desire to measure
results and provide program improvement may be one of them, but it is not

paramount. The primary impetus is from the direction of the categorical
funding source. The ESEA, Title IV-C requirements, as an exaMple, require
mid-year and year-end evaluations along fairly structured lines on specific
iorms provided by the agency. As mentioned before, these forms rely heavily

on the use of standardized test results. While the report format is very
=Arch structured, the evaluator is not precluded from creating his own
"addendum" which may offer the opportunity for a bit more insightful
description of program results.

.
Another source of evaluation requirement,other than the state or other

.categorical funding agency, could be court orders involving desegregation,
federal legislation, and other such situationa. The central issue is: does

the local agency conduct evaluations offixs own programs simply for the sake
of.making them better? Or, does the agency merely cdnduct ewiluations as a
Ompliance for outside funding with local program improvement'sWa-Possible
"spin-off"? Too often the latter situation persists.

6. Politics of Evaluation

Three critical decision points exist in most vocational education
evaluation. Since the state is .the distribution agent for the federal
funds (either VEA or Title IV-C),*there is clearly ajocal point here
which may be divided between formative and sUmmative issues. The.state

has certain rep6rts it requires, and it also conducts one on-site visite-
tibn each year during the finan4al support of a project. The state
contact person and the evaluator may agree on the points that are needed
-for program improvement, except it must be kept in mind 'that the state
will always attach great importance to the Comprehensive Tests of Basic
Skills (or other standardized measures). During the first two and a
half years of project funding, the decision-kaking process is most likely
a dual one between the evaluator and the state representative. At the end
of the third year, on the other band, the state decision-making ,role shifts
completely to i review committee. The review committee makes but on*
decision: to extend state support for,project'dissemination to other
schools or to terminate the funds er.irely. It is et this point that the
politics of.evaluation come into play.

The next hierarchical level for political decision making is within
the district structure itself. If the district employs.a competent and
experienced vocational education evaluator, his expertise can virtually
preclude the intromission of other district officials in the formulation .

of recommendations. The competent evaluator should'be given full authority
and responsibility for programerecommendations. The wise evaluator,
however, will always realize his poSition is just that--one of an evalua-

tor. While he may have full authority.for making recommendations, it is
ultimately the project director (who may be a school principal) who must
make the final decisions and ipplementations. Like thOstate process,
however, a final decision to keep, eliminate, or modify a program in the
district is made at a high level--the secondary schools division--and in
the case of outside funded programs, only at the end of three years.
But, unlike the sthte, the district also takes into account the numerous
program facets that are not reflected in test scpres alope,.e.g.estudftnt

attendance and attitude, curriculum development, ikipact brOthe
97
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and, so on. The ev2luators' reports can provide the infotmation a cessary for
a study and continuous documentation of program progress to support a
district decision.to continue it after outside funding ceases. Wis doubtful
if many programs will survive after the three-year outside fundine if reliance ,

is placed only on the structured state ieporting forms. It is at :his point

that the evaluators' creative.skills.can bear fruit: He can create a
.

descriptive report of his own design that will supplement the state reports
and will assist the district in its.decision for the future. Not only a
report, but.the personality, of the evaluator can be of paramount importance
in the local politics of program operation. His technical evaluation skills
are important to be sure, but probably far more important at the district
level is the rapport he/she has been ableAo generate with the staff. This
means the teaching staff with whom he deals, the project director, and members
of the secondary schools.staff at the decision-making level.. Results are not
guaranteed by a pleasing personality, of course, for the final decisions
could ultimately be based on many other factors. The evaluator should play
a role that closely follows state and-district guidelines for the position,
and he shoule be a neutral, otitside source of information on program objectives--
first, in the shaping of the objectives and secondly, in measuring progress
towards them. HiS personality and staf realtionships throughout this process
can have important implications in.the politics at the local level. 4

The third decision-making point--after the state and the districtr
level staff--is the school principal or project director. For internal
purpOses this is the one terminus for proceis decision making. The

personal characteriatics of both the.principal and the evaluator'come into.
play heavily at this point. If the evaluator had demonstrated competence
and, at the same time, is able to project a low key but Cooperative Profile,
,he probably cari emerge as a key person in program operation and changes in
emphasis. In the hierarchy of the politics of evhlpation, the.program
evaluators' .influenck can probably be most deeply felt in his day-to-day
relationships with the project operating staff. The evaluator would be
well advised to content himself with successes at this end.

7. Finding Your AUn Role as,an Evaluator

. .
. ,

The comments which follow presuppose that the evaluator iS an
employee of a public organization,.such As a local school district. The

evaluator'employed as a private consultant will need to.find his role in
a, completely different manner. .

Typically a vocational program, especially one with "outside funding,"
will have a project director. If the projecroCcurE within a single
school, or actually consists of the entire school itself, the project
director may often be the site printipal. Projects that are broader in
*cope, cutting through several schools, usually have an administrator.from

the central district office designated'as the director. In either case
one or more inherent problems of evaluator/director relations is almost .

sure to arise over a period of time. As has'been pointed out several times
in this manual, the personality of .the evaluator .and the degree of his
rapport is certain to come into play in'the resolution of conflicts or
misunderstandings. Some of the situations that may occur for the evalua-
tor are:

911



Gaining Confidence and Credibility

a

A number of questions fall into this general rubric. Initially the

activities and the motives of the evaluator may be very'suspect; albeit
he may well be ostensibly greeted with open arms and guarded enthusiasm
when he arrives on.the scene to discuss an evaluation plan with the director.
Evaluation intrinsically seems to have a threatening effect on project
personnel, although the nature of the threat may vary between two types of
employees;'project directors (principals) and teachers.

The principal has noted a budget lini item in his project proposal
or plan that indicates some dollars assigned for evaluation, but unless

he or she has had previous experience with special prOjecta there is probably
little cognizance of what in entailed. On the other hand, this can be an

advantage to the evaluator. If the director is inexperienced, he may be
likely to place complete confidence in the evaluator and give him carte-
blanche to design the overall scheme. In this situation the experienced
and skillful evaluator is able to transcend his job description and provide
significant process-input to help improve programs. .

The good evaluator can obtain the confidence and respect of most
project directors although it may take time. It is advisable to move .

slowly at first until such time as the director has an opportunity to
recognize the skills possessed by the evaluator and the services he can

perform. The evaluator, to gain complete confidence, must be in possession
of the technical skills necLssary to do the job. If he does not know an

answer to a question, he should be quick to say so, but he should be
equally quick in saying "I will get you the answer to that question

tomorrow." Project directors often need information in a hurry in order

to make process decisions.
0

Gaining the confidence of'project teachers is probablY more diffi-
cult than for the director. Teachers see any evaluation as a threat and
in the majority of cases they do not understand the need for it. They

rarely are aware-of the.outside funding that makes evaluation a requirement.
Also the amount of record keeping that may bc required of them on special
projects may not be very popular.

'Teachers are usually enthusiastic about the money they receive from
a project for new equipment, classroom teacher aides, or other refinements.

They are often (but not always) less enthusiastic about the-need for account-

ability. Both from this point of view sad the point of view of classroom
instruction being disrupted, it is probably best that the evaluator
collect as much data as possible through unobtrusive means. In this

regard the computer with,its large student data bank, can be of great
assistance in districts large enough to have this capability.

Dollars Allocated for Evaluation

NorMally a project will have somewhere between 5% and. 8% of the,

budget allocated for evaluation. The first several months of project evalua-
tion rarely sees a questioning of this budget item on the part of Oe
director, especially if the,evaluator is competent and apPears at the
project site freOently enough to maintain what is considered good visibility.
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It is'far from uncommon, however, to have thejlirector or ot:Ar project'
personnel begin to question this budget item as time goes on. After all,
"the project appears to be going well and evalu3tion is not really necessary
anyway; why don't we just-get part of this money transferred to another
category so we can buy supplies with it or pay a classroom ai4e? besides
that, our evaluator only comes around two er three times a month and his
daily rate of pay seems to'be terribly high, based on the budget allocations."
The fact often overlooked here, of course, is the tremendous amount of
behind the.scenes work performed by the evaluator that the director never
sees. This includes such things as development of data collecting instru-..
ments, designing the evaluation, collecting and processing data, and
preparation of mid-year and final evaluation reports.

, The "we want to usurp the evaluation dollia" syndrome will ultimately
be encountered by an evaluator employed by a school district -- if he J4
she stays in the business long enough. The problem is that the evaluator
is usually not in a decision making role unless he has assumed it by fiat,
and thus cannot arbitrate these disputes, they usually must be resolved at
a higher level in the chain of authority to the schools. The olM.oua way
to minimize such events occuring is for the evaluator to do,his job so
effectively there is no real question as to the services rendered and their
relationship to the improvement of the program. Evaluation and instruction
are intertwined. NA of our jobs in this emerging profession of vocational
prognol evaluation is to set high standards for ourselves and render
services which will display the interplay of instruction and evaluation.

-The Disinterested Project Director

The project director usually has other things to do, especially if
he is running a school, and he may be totally disinterested in the evaluation
of the particular project assigned to him. This can work in several ways for
the evaluator, although in any case his\job becomes much more difficult.
Since all pertinent administrative directions, state reporting forms, time
lines, and other key information is usually sent to the director, 1:: is
incumbent on him to keep the evaluator informed. If he fails to do this,
then thi evaluator must be alert to these things in one way *or another and
must usually end up extrapolating his real roie into one of quasi-administra-
tion and'"pieking up the pieces" someone else should be putting together.
Sometime& it may be necessary for the evaluator to even take it upon him-
self to rewrite proposals for continuation of funding, simply because the
director is disinterested or incompetent to do it himself. This goes
beyond the evaluator's "normal" role, but again, each person's personality
comes into the picture here.too. The conscientious evaluator who is
interested in or-believes in the program will not mind going the "extra
mile" to see it succeed. In other cases the evaluator may see it as
detracting from his professional role and will let the project sink. The

writer would opt for "going the extra mile" when necessary, but this posture
has often led him to dal:lutes with colleagues of a different mind.

The Interested Pro ect Director

The first three examples of relationship-situations depicted some-
what negative viewpoints. We should hasten to point out that there are
very often extremely positive relationships too. Some project directors
are interested in their special programs and want them tO succeed --
either to help youngsters, or to help.furtherIbeirwli'carSirlitti 44'04$.4 , !
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system-- or posstbly both. In either case, this can be the ideal setting
for the evaluator to have an impact and also to prdvide a setting.where
he can bring his own imagination into play for a truly creative evaluation.
If a project is funded through state or federal sources, it more than
likely will have a rigidly structured set of forms to be filled out at
the end of the year. But-the evaluator can add processes/product activi-
ties over and above the minimum requirements and can become a significant
member of the project team. This utually works best if the project
direttor recognizes that the evaluator knows more about the conceptualiza-
tion,Ahe goals, and the, measurement techniques than he, the director does.
If thfi occurs, then the evaluator is normally given a free hand, but the
interested director will want immediate feed-back.at critical points during
the year so he can make corrective measures where necessary.

This is where the true worth of an evaluator can be felt -- helping
improve the program impadt on human lives, while it is an actual ongoing
operation. This long range, but intangible result, will be felt long after
the year-end evaluation reports have begun to collect dust in a seldom-used
file cabinet.

The role of the evaluator seems to be a function of specific project
reporting requirements, coupled with technical skills, personality factors,
energy, resourtefulness, willingness to be helpful, faith in the project
being evaluated, constraints of the "system," time limitations, and a host
of other factors impinging on the total process. Each evaluator will
consciously or subconsciously find his own mode of operation compatible
to himself within the framework of the organization that employs him.

Concluding Remarks .

This handbook was developed from practical experience in the field
and was designed to be olf day-to-day assistance to the relatively few
practitioners of.vocational program evaluation. The first few.pages set
the stage for the "why" of vocational programs and their ultimate need
foi evaluation. The bulk of the manual presents a series of actual case
'studies which provide some basic tools for the on-line evElluator. To

those who have read.the complete handbook it is probably apparent that a
legal requirement for vocational education evaluation does exist and that
this legal requirement is seoehow to be met 17 the various central state
agencies. These procedures will provide data that may be aggregated
statewide but, in the authors' opinion, may do little to improve individual
progra4s; especially as related to student performance, both in attitude,
criterion-level achievements, and long-range success, especially compared
to non-vocational students. These studies (or evaluation) must be done
at the local level where administrators ideally are most aware of what
needs doing and how to go about id. Hopefully this manual will be'useful
in promoting these efforts.

' STUDY QUFSTIONS PART III

a) .Describe in your own words what you feel the 'role of
the local evaluator should .be - and specify
impediments you foresee in its attainment.
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b) Locate a school district that provides its own funds
(as opposed to federal/state funds) for evaluation
and analyze what evaluation functions they perform.

c) Develop an instrument for analyzing the efficacy
Of other test inst;uments. Try it out on six
educators and analyze results.

Describe any vocational program you wish and outline
an evaluation design'to measure its effectiveness.,
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